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Summary
As the prevalence of the content-based image recognition and retrieval,
recent studies started to investigate the object-level image understanding
in order to analyse more detailed image contents. In this thesis, we pro-
pose a general framework for building object-aware image understanding
systems. This unified framework integrates the recent object localization,
feature description and data mining techniques. Advantages of this image
recognition framework are thoroughly demonstrated in this thesis.
The proposed framework aims to solve the Web image recognition prob-
lem given concerned topics. Firstly according to the system requirement,
related photos and videos are crawled from the Internet. Then the data
are screened and indexed using the object detectors learned from anno-
tated data subsets. As shown in this thesis, with the assistance of object
detection algorithms, well labeled datasets can be obtained in a much more
efficient way.
Thereafter, the collected datasets are further analysed to obtain the
fine details of the objects and object attributes in the images. Comprehen-
sive object description is obtained using image descriptors extracted from
key parts of the detected objects. Such object-aware image description is
proved to be more effective than traditional global image description in
understanding image contents. Core techniques including image feature
representation, object detection and object attribute description are thor-
v
oughly investigated and implemented.
Based on this framework, application systems targeted on the Web pho-
tos for human face, human body and daily object recognition and retrieval
are implemented. In the proposed human face recognition system, we de-
sign an automatic flow for human age and gender recognition. In the human
body recognition system, we propose to recognize human clothes styles and
general categories. And in the daily object recognition system, we propose
to locate and index the common objects appeared in the photos. Image
retrieval systems are also built based on the human body and daily recog-
nition.
Owning to the object detection and attribute description techniques,
the proposed systems show great advantages in the recognition of object-
related concepts. Moreover, this work demonstrates that by utilizing the
object-level understanding of images, more useful information can be auto-
matically obtained and more intelligent tasks can be accomplished by our
systems.
To summarize, by using object-level understanding techniques in image
recognition and retrieval systems, the system performance and intelligence
level can be boosted. Such implementation would become a new trend in
developing image and video related systems.
vi
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This thesis focuses on building a novel framework for visual-based image
recognition system with object-level analysis. The word “object” here can
be understood as defined in the Oxford Dictionary: “a material thing that
can be seen and touched”. Objects appear in almost every image and ex-
press most of the image content by their appearance and interaction. Hence
representing and recognizing image at the object level is a solution most
consistent with the perception rule of human.
1.1 Background
The investigated object-aware recognition of images is extended from pre-
vious research on image-level recognition and object recognition. From a
general understanding, image feature representation is techniques which
describe the image contents using visually meaningful patterns. Previous
studies [3, 4] mostly focused on the feature representation focusing on the
whole images. The matching of such features is mostly according to the
global histogram statistics with weak spatial prior.
While extensive studies [5, 3, 4] achieved to recognize visual concepts
expressed by the whole image, more and more work showed that more visu-
1
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Test Image 







Coarse Spatial Split Fine Spatial Split 
Figure 1.1: The figure illustrates the difference between traditional visual-
based image analysis and the object-aware image analysis. Traditional
image analysis extracts local features from regular spatial splits according
to the image coordinates. Our proposed object-aware analysis utilizes the
object appearance prior to extract patches from the objects first and then
extract the object-aware features.
ally meaningful patterns can be found by finer modeling the local patches
at the object level. Recent studies have demonstrated that object concepts
can be effectively modeled by local image patterns describing local shape
or texture structure [6, 7].
The object-related concepts in the images reflect higher level semantics
in the images, which can describe image contents closer with the real human
perception than simple visual patterns in image global statistics. Thus we
propose to investigate the so-called object-aware image representation to
extend the traditional image description by the guidance of the object-level
semantic detection. Figure 1.1 shows a comparison between traditional




In the section, we review in detail about previous algorithms for the im-
age representation and object recognition, which constitute the main part
of the object-level image representation framework. We also review cur-
rent application systems with object-aware analysis. Our proposed system
framework adopts advantages from previous systems and is further refined
towards universal application.
1.2.1 Image Representation
First of all, we review the studies contributing to local and global image
representation and analyse their use for building the proposed object-aware
image recognition framework.
Local Representation
Many efforts on visual-based image recognition contribute to describe image
local patches by hand-crafted features [8, 9, 10, 6, 11]. The patch-level
features are normally inspired from the human vision system [12]. Average
or maximum pooling from pixels is prevalently used as the final step of
patch feature extraction in order to be invariant to small position and
scale change. Patch-level features can be directly used to recognize simple
visual concepts such as image boundaries [11] or salient areas [13] due to
its simple and explicit visual meaning.
More visual concepts are recognized from patterns of multiple patches
with certain spatial order. For example, faces can be recognized from the
composition of eyes, nose and mouth with a regular spatial layout. Hence,
the spatially ordered image description, which splits images into regular
3
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placed patches and concatenates feature description of all patches, is further
introduced for a more complicated concept description.
The spatially ordered representation naturally fits the structures lying
in well-shaped objects such as faces, human bodies or vehicles, and hence is
widely used for building object models [14, 7, 6]. Besides, studies of object
attribute recognition from manually cropped and aligned objects also used
such representations and achieved promising results [15, 16]. This thesis
also follows the literature and uses a unified implementation of patch level
feature for the object detection and attribute description.
Global Representation
While applying spatially ordered patch representation to the recognition
of concepts with large variation in size and spatial composition, such as
image scene categories, the representation cannot be well matched due to its
strong constraint in the spatial relation between image contents. Therefore,
researchers proposed to further encode and pool the patch-level features,
which introduce the “Bag-of-Words” (BoW) like global representation [17].
The BoW representation was inspired from the feature description for
document retrieval. This method calculates the histogram of repeatedly
appeared words and phrases in documents and measures the document
similarity by the word histogram intersection. The BoW like description
for images is independent with the spatial order of patches and hence more
robust to the position variation of the image contents. In practice, it nor-
mally performs better on recognizing image contents without strong spatial
composition such as image scene categories or objects with weaker spatial
structures [18, 19, 20, 3].
Weak spatial order was also introduced to enhance global features using
Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) [4]. The idea of SPM is to split the
4
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image into sub-areas and extract and concatenate the global features in
each area. This combination of spatial-aware and global description shows
good performance in practice and is widely used for image recognition tasks.
The global representation is normally complementary to the object-level
representation and thus is possible to bring useful information. However,
in most cases global representation brings larger computational cost than
local representation. Thus only in cases less aware of computation cost,
we introduce the global image representation and use it as the image-level
context information.
Feature Encoding and Model Learning
Besides image representation, efforts towards improving recognition per-
formance also include learning-based feature encoding [20, 21, 22], model
learning [23, 24, 25, 14, 7] and robust inference [26, 27, 28]. Since this thesis
focuses more on a stable and generalizable image representation framework,
the advanced algorithms in these areas are not investigated due to their yet
immature implementation in practice. Instead, we only investigate the al-
gorithms with the best practical use in the literature.
1.2.2 Object Recognition
The object recognition techniques focus on the understanding of object
specific patterns pursuing more detailed and robust image understanding.
In this work, we aim to build an automatic framework to obtain the object
category, location, pose and appearance in the images. Related techniques
were mainly investigated in the research of object localization, landmark
detection and attribute recognition. These three branches in object recog-




Object localization is a general problem aiming to locate the objects ran-
domly placed in images with cluttered background. The common solution
used in current research literature is first building figure-ground models
using the description of image local patches, and then infers the models to
obtain possible object locations in the image.
Object detection, as a narrow sense of the object localization, uses the
Sliding Window framework. This framework performs traditional image
recognition on all densely sampled rectangle sub-windows of the images.
The object location can hence be inferred after merging the sub-windows
with high recognition confidence. As a result, the computational complex-
ity of object detection is directly related to the sub-window sampling rate.
For common Sliding Window algorithm, tens of thousands of sub-windows
are sampled, which hence increases the computational cost for tens of thou-
sands times than simple image recognition. Therefore, efficient solutions
for the object detection algorithm [14, 6, 7, 29, 30] were further investi-
gated to reduce the problem complexity. Owing to these studies, the recent
object detection packages can well handle common objects such as faces,
human and several daily objects [31, 7, 32].
Since Sliding-Window-based object detection only considers rectangle
sub-windows, the outputs of such object detection are rectangle bounding
boxes, which are still unnatural for object figure-ground discrimination.
Thus, further studies [33, 2] proposed the problem of pixel-level figure-
ground classification of the objects, and was called the object segmenta-
tion problem. Solutions include top-down mask refinement based on rough
object mask obtained from object detection model [2] and bottom-up re-
finement concerning image natural boundaries [34, 35, 36, 11]. Advanced
segmentation algorithms [33, 37, 38, 39] were also introduced by further
6
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combining the top-down and bottom-up solutions.
The object segmentation problem indeed brings finer localization of the
objects. However, the computational cost and robustness are still a crit-
ical issue since object segmentation normally involves complex graphical
structured constraints. Moreover, since our requirement is to use object
location information to guide the image representation, the accuracy and
speed of current rectangle bounding box detection already satisfy this de-
mand. Therefore in this thesis, only bounding box detection of objects or
object parts is implemented to provide the object location information for
the object-aware analysis.
Object Landmark Detection
For objects placed in 2D images, only a 2D projection of their appear-
ance can be captured, which hence result in object view variation. More-
over, many objects have well-defined components which can composite dif-
ferent poses. The view and pose variation of the objects are normally
characterized by commonly defined object landmark points, e.g. face view
and pose can be characterized by points from the face contour, eye cor-
ner, mouth corner, etc. Therefore, algorithms for detecting positions of
the landmark points from a roughly detected object are further devel-
oped [40, 41, 42, 1, 32]. Due to the close relation with the object detection
in methodology, the object landmark localization can also be achieved si-
multaneously with the object detection [43, 44]. The object landmark
detection can bring much more object-related information than simple ob-
ject detection such as the object poses and views and thus is extensively




The descriptive properties of an object are defined as its attribute in this
thesis. The object attribute recognition problem is well coupled with the
object localization, e.g. only after we identify the location of a car in the
image, its attributes such as the color, brand, shape, and material can then
be identified. Many novel object attribute recognition topics towards new
application scenarios were proposed in this research area recently [16, 45,
46, 47, 48, 5] and all these studies were based on the well localized objects.
These object attribute recognition tasks aim to achieve a more detailed
understanding to objects beyond their category and location and hence are
especially useful for certain applications.
Early works related to the object attribute recognition can be traced
to the topics about human soft biometric traits recognition from aligned
faces, such as recognition of the human identity [49], gender and age [50].
Then more general studies of human face recognition introduced the term
“attribute” [51] to express model general traits of the human faces. Despite
the face attribute, human dressing attribute [16, 45], human actions from
single image [2, 5], as well as attributes of general objects [46, 47, 48] were
also investigated in recent studies.
There were different ways in obtaining the object locations in the object
attribute recognition work. While most studies used manually labeled ob-
ject locations [5, 46, 50], more and more recent studies started to consider
using automatic located objects and landmarks and built a fully automatic
system framework [51, 16, 45]. In this work, we follow the automatic scheme
and build the object attribute description based on the automatic object
and object landmark detection.
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1.2.3 Object-aware Recognition Systems
Several prototypes of object-aware representation and recognition systems
were implemented recently [51, 16, 45, 52]. These systems normally design
the processing flow as 1) locate the concerned objects using object detection
methods [14, 7, 32], 2) locate key parts of the salient objects using landmark
detection methods [40, 32] and 3) obtain feature representation for the
detected objects and use the representation for the proposed tasks.
Most current image recognition systems are designed for recognizing
object-related topics. Hence it is a great challenge for the system to rec-
ognize the concerned object contents from the whole images. Traditional
image recognition systems implemented in current websites based on the
text information or whole image description are quite vulnerable to the
large noise existed in the non-related text or the large image background
area. On the contrary, systems with object-level analysis are more flexible
and robust since they are able to remove background noise efficiently using
the object detectors. Moreover, by introducing comprehensive description
to the object key parts, more detailed object description can be obtained
than surrounding text or global image features.
1.3 Motivation
In this thesis, we target at building a unified framework for implementing
object-aware image recognition to build image recognition systems. We
demand the constructed systems can be directly used for Web photo pro-
cessing in order to achieve variant kinds of Web applications. There are
also possibilities to extend these systems to preliminary video processing
after efficiency optimization. We adopt advantages in previous systems and
9
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refine the recent methodologies used in the image representation and object
recognition in order to achieve the best system efficiency and robustness.
The design of our framework is mainly directed to three drawbacks
of current image recognition and retrieval systems. First of all, current
systems do not highlight the importance of the object recognition tech-
niques. The object modeling techniques are critical in building intelligent
systems running in fully automatic processing flow. One example is the
clothes retrieval system used by current online shopping websites such as
Amazon.com and Taobao.com, which still require users to manually crop
the clothes area for content-based queries. Most other traditional image
retrieval systems also rely on manual alignment or simply use the whole im-
age for the object-related recognition [53]. The fully automatic processing
flow is also not entirely solved in most research-oriented studies, e.g. many
studies on facial trait analysis still rely on known face position [54, 50]. The
disadvantage of involving manual cropping into the system is that it leads
to low efficiency and potential instability in application. Moreover, lack
of object-aware recognition will bring large performance drop if the image
contains multiple objects or cluttered background. Using object areas in-
stead of the whole image for the image representation will greatly enhance
the system performance and robustness.
Secondly, the low-level feature representation in current systems needs
to be enhanced. The object or object landmark detection, object attribute
representation as well as global image representation all relies on the similar
low-level feature representation. For example, the gradient orientation his-
togram description (HOG) [6] were used as the only feature representation
in most of the studies of object detection [7], global image representation [9]
and human pose estimation [43]. However, only one type of low-level fea-
tures is not comprehensive enough in describing variant types of object
10
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attributes. Thus, the improvement of the low-level feature representation
is also required. A more comprehensive visual feature set will be useful for
the object-level recognition system. Also, advanced implementation in the
basic feature extraction, which might greatly benefit the system effective-
ness and efficiency, needs to be investigated.
Thirdly, insufficient research has investigated the object-aware recogni-
tion under the Web scenario. Such system demands highly robust models
trained and evaluated on universal datasets from the Internet. However,
most current research datasets are manually collected and annotated within
a constrained scenario and hence not suitable for the generalized problem.
In order to solve the aforementioned drawbacks, our proposed object-
aware image recognition framework tries to refine in the following aspects:
• We implement recent object recognition techniques into one frame-
work which is capable to adapt to different Web application scenarios.
• We investigate the comprehensive visual feature set to enhance the
feature representation of images.
• We propose a systematic method for the Web data collection and
annotation towards building universal systems.
• We validate our framework by applying it to several application sce-
narios from object attribute recognition to content-based retrieval.
1.4 Application Scenario
The advance in object analysis techniques may benefit many applications
in image and video processing. Hence great commercial value lies in this
research area as the fast development of the Web industry. We illustrate
11
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three potential applications of the object-aware image recognition frame-
work.
1.4.1 Image and Video Retrieval
In image and video retrieval systems, a query is provided and the objective
is to search for images and videos containing relative contents with the
query. Though currently the techniques of surrounding text based image
retrieval are well developed, e.g. google.com, limitations still exist. The
most argued drawback of these techniques is that there is no guaranteed
relationship between surrounding text and image contents due to noise,
word polysemy and ambiguous grammar, which leads to unstable or am-
biguous retrieval. On the contrary, image indexing via visual-based image
recognition can provide more relative understanding of image contents.
1.4.2 Targeted Web Ads
In the targeted Web Ads recommendation systems, the Web page content
is sensed via image and text contents, and ads are displayed according
to the relationship to the sensed concepts. As the rapid development of
Web multimedia, large portion of webpages is demonstrated in the form of
images and videos. Therefore, such systems have strong requirements to
understand the target image, especially objects in the images, via visual-
based recognition.
1.4.3 Intelligent Surveillance
Despite Web applications, intelligent systems running in surveillance sce-
nario also require automatic indexing and highlighting concerned objects,
12
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object actions and events from 24-hour surveillance camera videos. The
advance in object-level understanding of the video frames is critical for the
processing of the huge amount of surveillance videos produced every day.
Applications in surveillance require real-time system which might be one
possible future direction of our work.
1.5 Thesis Overview
In Chapter 2, we illustrate our scheme to build object-aware image recog-
nition systems. The implementation of related techniques including image
feature representation, object and object landmark detection and attribute
recognition is dedicatedly investigated. Three applications based on this
framework are proposed in the following chapters.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrate an application of human facial age and
gender recognition on Web photos. Human soft biometric traits are impor-
tant visual concepts for intelligent systems. Different from previous con-
strained dataset-level research, our system can provide accurate yet robust
prediction working at unconstrained Web scenario, which can be directly
used for user oriented recommendations for social websites.
In Chapter 4, we further introduce human detection and part alignment
into the system to achieve recognition of the human body appearance. De-
scriptions for human body parts are obtained for detailed human appear-
ance modeling. We mine various kinds of human dressing styles and human
categories from Web photos and show our object-aware image recognition
framework can achieve better recognition performance in such scenario.
Moreover, we utilize the object-aware analysis of the human appearance




In Chapter 5, a novel application for personal photo retrieval are in-
troduced using the object-aware image recognition framework. We intro-
duce an object-aware photo search system using object location and co-
occurrence information. The detections of variant daily objects are first
obtained and used to index personal photos. Then the photos can be re-
trieved by a simple sketch illustrating the object layout. This system again
shows the great importance of the object-aware image description in build-
ing more intelligent systems.
Finally the thesis is summarized in Chapter 6 and several future direc-
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Figure 2.1: A unified framework for the object-aware image recognition.
Four core blocks including the comprehensive visual feature set, object
figure-ground modeling, object-aware image representation and attribute
modeling are investigated in this work.
In this chapter, a flowchart for building the object-aware image recog-
nition system is illustrated. Generally, an object-aware recognition system
starts from the definition of the application scenario, namely the target
object and attribute concept. Normally they are daily objects appeared in
photos such as human faces, human, or vehicles, furnitures, pets.
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After determining the recognition topics, image feature representation
need to be designed to sufficiently express the concerned content such as
image colors and boundaries. After comprehensive visual features are ex-
tracted from the concerned images, object figure-ground models are ob-
tained in order to find the objects in the target images. After that, object
attribute models are built and inferred using the object-aware image de-
scription generated automatically from the located objects to complete the
recognition. Figure 2.1 shows the unified framework used in this thesis. In
the following sections, we will introduce in details about the core techniques
used in the system blocks of Figure 2.1.
Besides, effective machine learning techniques and well annotated datasets
with object data are also required for the model learning. In the last two
sections of this chapter, we will introduce in detail about these contents.
2.1 Comprehensive Visual Feature Set
Most visual concepts are identified by its shape, material and color. There-
fore a comprehensive visual feature set should contain feature descriptions
to all these aspects. Previous studies provided quite many implementa-
tion versions of these features and applied them into different applica-
tions [6, 9, 15, 7, 55]. Thus our image recognition framework first proposes
to reorganize such visual feature algorithms. By summarizing previous fea-
ture design techniques, we provide a unified implementation guideline to
construct a comprehensive visual feature set. The following subsections
will introduce the local and global feature implementations respectively.
16
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Figure 2.2: An example local image feature extraction flow. The pixels are
coded according to its 4× 4 neighbours. Then the coded pixels are pooled
within a 24× 24 patch. Finally features from 3× 3 neighbour patches are
concatenated to form the final local representation located at the face of
the child in the image.
2.1.1 Local Feature Description
Many studies demonstrate that the local patch features are most effective
for object recognition tasks [9, 6, 15]. Most global feature descriptions are
also built based on local patch features [21]. Thus the implementation of
the localized image description is the foundation of all image features.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the common ground of all these local patch
features is they all code and pool image pixels within a small patch (nor-
mally < 1000 pixels). The coding procedure aims to highlight concerned
information from the pixels and the pooling procedure tries to increase the
feature robustness to local misalignment and noise. Features from several
neighbour patches can be concatenated to build a locally spatial-aware de-
scription for more complex shapes. Normalization can also be performed
across neighbour patches such as the implementation in [9, 7]. Joint nor-
malization will increase the sensitivity of local changes and might be a good
trade-off in certain cases.
Approaches of patch feature extraction can be classified into the hand-
crafted feature and learning-based feature according to the pixel coding
method. Hand-crafted feature encodes raw image pixel values according
17
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Figure 2.3: An example pixel coding scheme for HOG, LBP and Learning-
based method. Hard assignment is used in this example. The coded bin
values are illustrated at the right-bottom corner of the box of each method.
to the human perception experience and extract the information useful for
human perception such as image edges/gradients, colors and contrast. Re-
cently, learning-based patch feature was also emphasized for certain recog-
nition tasks such as human face identity recognition [55]. Such algorithms
aim to investigate more complex pixel-level patterns which can be reflected
by large amount of examples through unsupervised learning methods. In





Object shapes are mostly characterized by the contours. In the literature,
many early works used global image boundary description to find patterns
in object shape [56]. However, due to the difficulty in thresholding and
connecting edges in natural images, the image boundary description is nor-
mally sensitive to the lighting condition and the blur from out of focus or
motion.
Recent studies have shown that locally normalized gradient descrip-
tion has better robustness in featuring natural image boundaries. The
Gabor Filter Banks [8] were considered as one most comprehensive local-
ized boundary descriptor, which can respond to local image boundaries
similar as human cortex. Later works targeting to further enhance the
efficiency of Gabor Filter Bank proposed the Scale Invariant Image Trans-
form (SIFT) [9] and the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) [6] feature,
which were immediately widely used for the local shape description due to
its high effectiveness and robustness. Since the visual meaning of the SIFT
and HOG feature is almost the same, the local shape description used in
this work only uses the HOG feature.
Histogram of Oriented Gradient: The HOG feature describes the rela-
tive distribution of image gradients in a local patch. As shown in the first
line of Figure 2.3, firstly the pixels are coded according to their gradient
















where gx and gy are image gradients at the x and y direction computed
from the pixel values of its 4-neighbour. b is normally round to the nearest
integer to be represented in quantized histograms. The coded vector for
each pixel is an indicator vector c = m1b with length No and value m at
the bth element. There are also implementations which quantize b into two
bins and the sum of the two bin values is m. In such cases, the coded vector
can be considered as the sum of two indicator vector and can be processed
similarly.
Finally the coded vector of the pixels within a s× s patch is averagely
pooled. Namely each pixel vote for its orientation bins with the weight of
its magnitude. And the `2-norm of the pooled vector is normalized to 1 in
order to form a histogram representation.
In our implementation, we consider two parameters in the HOG feature:
the number of the orientation bins No and the size of the local patch s.
These two configuration parameters are different for variant applications.
For other configurations, such as the number of neighbouring patches, we
simply consider each patch is independent, and the joint normalization is
not used to facilitate flexible object-aware patch positioning.
Material and Texture Description
Generally, the material and texture features aim to distinguish the image
patterns caused by:
• special materials such as woods, clothes, metal and glass,
• man-made structures or drawings on flat areas such as clothes pat-
terns, floor and ceiling patterns,
• light reflection patterns cause by wrinkles on flat surfaces such as
human facial wrinkles caused by aging or clothes wrinkles.
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Namely, the patterns from a nearly flat area caused by lightning or mate-
rials are required to be characterized. Efforts contributing to this problem
include:
Local Binary Pattern: Early works contributing to this topic proposed
the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) description of image patches, which was
also inspired from the Gabor Filter Bank but focusing more on patterns
beyond the image boundaries. The LBP feature describes the change of
lighting in neighbouring pixels and thus is more sensitive than other fea-
ture description in the light reflection patterns. Experiments have shown
the LBP and HOG features are mutually complementary in many object
appearance modeling tasks.
To extract a LBP feature, the encoder need to compare the lightness of
one pixel to its 8-neighbour and generates 8 binary values {s7, s6, · · · , s0}
indicating whether the central pixel is lighter than its neighbours. Then the
comparison results are concatenated to a one Byte long value s = s0s1 · · · s7
as the final bin number. Thus the raw LBP coding results in an feature
coding onto 256 bins.
One common refinement of the LBP coding maps these 256 bins to-
wards more unified appearance, which generates 58 bins. In this unified
remapping, only binary patterns with uniformity value U(s) equal or less





|si − si+1|+ |s7 − s0|. (2.1)
The uniform LBP description is more compact and meaningful and hence
is used as the implementation of this thesis.
Finally the coding results are also expressed as an indicator vector and
averagely pooled in the patches as the HOG feature. An example un-
mapped LBP coding scheme is shown in the second row of Figure 2.3.
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Dense SIFT: The dense SIFT feature is not only considered useful in
local boundary modeling, but also useful for local textures caused by short
edges such as grid patterns, wrinkle patterns.
Learning-based Pixel Patterns: Several researchers argued that due to
the complex appearance pattern caused by material and texture, images
should be encoded by elementary image patterns obtained using unsuper-
vised learning instead of the hand-crafted featuring methods[55]. While
effective recognition has been shown on facial appearance modeling, we
further extend such features to describe general image contents in this
work.
The most common solution to encode local pixels is by Vector Quanti-
zation as illustrated in the third row of Figure 2.3. To be more efficient,
we use a projection tree unsupervised learned on the 4 × 4 pixel area in
practice. All pixels are projected onto 256 tree leaves and histograms are
built on local patches.
Color Description
Color is another important attribute in describing objects. However, dif-
ferent from the shape and material description, the color description is less
informative in distinguishing object from backgrounds. Studies have shown
that color description is more useful in categorizing object attributes [45]
and image global appearances [21]. Thus in this work, color description is
specially used in two aspects: 1) describing object attribute after the ob-
ject is detected or categorized and 2) describing global image information
to provide context to object recognition.
Color Moment : The color moment [21] is used to describe the color
of a local patch. Color moment computes the first order (mean color) and
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second order (color variance) moment from the RGB color values of each
pixel in the patch. Thus the pooling scheme is different from the average
pooling used in HOG, LBP. 4 × 4 neighbour patches are used to form a
6× 4× 4 = 96 dimension color descriptor.
Color Histogram : The color histogram is essentially the same with the
learning-based pixel appearance coding. The only difference is that the
coding target is changed to 3 RGB values at each pixel. Color histogram
actually represents the 0 order color information. In practice, we extracted
the color histogram by quantizing the RGB colors onto a learned size 100
color codebook using Vector Quantization [17].
2.1.2 Global Description
The global description for whole images is directly used for object attribute
recognition in many traditional image recognition studies. Though less vi-
sual meaning exists in such visual description than the object-level descrip-
tions, much complementary information can be obtained from the global
modeling of image backgrounds and scene compositions. We introduce the
global image description when the concerned topic is related to the image
theme such as the human category recognition and daily object recognition.
For the implementation, we follow the prevalently used Fisher Vector
(FV) encoding [21] methods to encode the HOG, LBP and Color Moment
features densely sampled from images. The Spatial Pyramid Matching
(SPM) [4] is also used to enhance the performance.
2.1.3 Complexity Analysis
Feature description is one core part of the object-aware recognition frame-
work and takes a large portion of the computation time during the model
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learning and inference. Specifically, there are three key procedures: pixel-
level coding, patch-level pooling and patch-level coding (omitted for patch-
level features) and their computation complexities will be analysed sepa-
rately in the following:
Pixel-level Coding: For an image with size m × n pixel, each pixel
need to be coded. The actual computation time depends on the operation
number oc of the coding algorithm. For examples, LBP coding includes
8 integer comparison operation and HOG coding includes one square root
operation and one arctangent operation (thus LBP feature is much faster
than HOG feature though with the same complexity level since it do not
have float point operations). The coding method complexity involving a
codebook will also be proportion to the codebook size nc. Therefore the
total computation complexity is O(mnocnc).
Patch-level Pooling: After obtaining the pixel-level coding for each
pixel, the feature pooling for the required patch feature need to be com-
puted. Let us assume there are totally Np patch features to be computed
and each patch with size pm × pn. Then the pooling procedure will in-
clude the summing operation over each patch (possibly weighted) and the
normalization operation over each patch. Thus it would result in about
Np × pm × pn multiplication (if weighted pooling required) and addition
operations. The actual operation number is also related to the sparseness
s of the pixel-level coding output. For coding similar with vector quantiza-
tion, each coding vector only contains one non-zeros entry and thus s = 1.
For coding more like soft assignments such as the LLC coding [22], s can
be set to 3 to 5. To summarize, the total computation complexity of this
procedure is about O(Nppmpns). In most dense patch feature extraction
algorithms, the number of the patches is inversely related to the size of the
patch, namely Np ≈ mnpmpn . In such cases, the computation complexity can
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be simplified to O(mns) which is thus similar with the pixel-level coding
procedure.
Patch-level Coding: The complexity of patch-level coding is similar
with the pixel-level coding. The only difference is that the patch-level
coding might have different dimension of the input raw feature while the
input of the pixel-level coding is always gray/color pixels within 3 × 3
neighbours. Thus if denoting the input raw feature dimension as din and
the coding operation number as opc , the codebook size as n
p
c , we have the





In practise, according to the experiment on a 500 × 375 image, the
totally time of the pixel-level coding and patch-level pooling is 0.0313,
0.0212 and 0.0366 seconds for the HOG, LBP and dense SIFT feature in
our implementation tested on one core of the 3.1GHz Intel I5 CPU. For
the patch-level coding procedure, it takes 0.0165 microsecond per patch
feature if using Fisher Vector coding method with nc = 256 and din = 80.
For the 500× 375 size image which normally generates 20, 000 patches for
the dense feature coding, the time cost is about 0.3 seconds.
2.2 Object Figure-ground Modeling
The figure-ground models of the objects aim to discriminate the randomly
placed objects from the background, which can produce the location in-
formation of the objects. We also consider further modeling of the object
components which can be used to locate the landmarks of the objects such
as the head, shoulders of the person and the wheels of a car.
In the literature of the general object modeling, recent studies focused
more on models built on spatially ordered patch features regularly sampled
from annotated object foreground [45, 16, 7, 6]. Other object figure-ground
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models are originated from the BoW model [57, 58]. Such model design
utilize the global image features and is not yet mature enough for practical
use. Therefore we choose to follow the spatially ordered patch features to
build object models.
(a) Car Model 
(b) Human Model 
Figure 2.4: Example figure-ground model of car (side view) and human
(whole body frontal view) learned from the HOG feature.
Figure 2.4 demonstrates several example figure-ground models of the
common objects. Normally a spatially ordered model is characterized by
its basic patch feature and model extent. For model (a) in Figure 2.4, it
uses the HOG feature as its patch feature and has the size of 5× 10.
The algorithm for localization of objects are investigated by the research
of the object and object landmark detection. Such techniques consist an
important block of our system. Recent object detection packages such as
the OMRON commercial face detector [31], part-based object detection [7]
and the part-based human pose estimation [32] provides significant help
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for our implementation of the object detection block. Configurations and
modifications of these packages are empirically set to achieve the best prac-
tical performance in our implementation. The details of such modifications






Figure 2.5: The Sliding Window inference scheme. The scheme performs
exhaustive inference to all possible locations on all image pyramids.
The common framework in our detection implementation is the orig-
inal Sliding Window inference using the spatially ordered patch models
from object foreground. To distinguish the objects from the backgrounds,
all possible sub-windows of the image are classified by the object models.
Firstly, the image pyramid features are computed. Then using the spatially
ordered models based on rectangle patches, all rectangle sub-windows with
the same aspect ratio are searched. Denoting there are Nw sub-windows
to be evaluated and a size xm × ym spatially ordered detection model with
patch feature dimension d, the algorithm complexity for non-accelerated
Sliding-Window is O(Nwxmymd). In practical, the final processed sub-
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windows is around 10, 000 per image in the application and runs about 0.5
seconds per model evaluation.
The face detection approaches introduce the fast computation of the
non-normalized patch feature and the integral image score computation
which can accelerate greatly on the original Sliding-Window algorithm [14].
In such algorithms, the model computation complexity is not related to the
model size, namely only at the complexity of O(Nwd). However, such non-
normalized feature does not perform well on the other objects and hence
currently only face detectors follow this approach.
Cascading models using learned thresholds will also increase the speed
than jointly evaluating models while sacrificing the detection recall rate.
Such acceleration is widely used but hard to evaluated the theoretical im-
provement. The face detectors used in this work also includes such a block
while other object detectors does not.
In the application, the original Sliding Window framework with tens
of models per object will take several seconds to detect one object. If
applying the cascade structure, the detection time can be reduced to about
one second. The face detection with non-normalized feature can be faster
to real time (50ms per image).
2.2.2 Multiple Modality Handling
For objects with larger appearance and pose variance, mixture models and
deformable part-based models are implemented for better robustness [7].
Mixture models build multiple models for one object category if different
object modalities exist, e.g. multiple views, poses. The part-based models
try to model meaningful object parts if the object is composed with physical
components such as wheels of vehicles, head and limbs of human. The aims
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Figure 2.6: An example extended car model using mixture models and part
models.
of such models are to increase the complexity of the inference scheme and
achieve better robustness to the intra-class variance. Figure 2.6 shows an
extended model with mixture models and deformable parts. In this work,
mixture models are properly set for objects with multiple modalities and
the part-based models are used to the human detection, the human compo-
nent detection and the daily object detection. Note that the computation
cost will also increase near proportionally to the model number. Therefore
a good trade-off need to be chosen between the speed and accuracy.
2.3 Object-aware Description and Attribute
Modeling
We define descriptive concepts which are visually recognizable from objects
as object attributes. The object attributes such as object poses [43], object
materials [10], object color or biometric traits of human/animals [46, 50] are
all prevalently studied object-related problems in the literature of pattern
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Figure 2.7: Example object-aware patch sampling from human face and
upper body using the object detection results.
recognition. Object attribute models are thus designed to discriminate the
objects within the same category yet have different appearance. Intuitively,
the object attribute models should be built based on detected objects and
object components. Thus following this principle, we design the object-
aware description for the attribute model learning.
The object-aware representation models are extended from the spa-
tially ordered models [45, 16]. Different with the original spatially ordered
models which use patches regularly sampled from grids, the object-aware
representation models are built from patches located at object key parts
utilizing the information from the object detection. After applying the ob-
ject and object component detection, the positions of the object key parts
are immediately ready for further object-aware representation. Moreover,
comparing to the simple features used in object detection tasks due to ef-
ficiency issues caused by the Sliding-Window inference, the object-aware
description can adopt more feature configurations mentioned in Section 2.1
for more accurate attribute modeling. Figure 2.7 demonstrate two exam-
ples of the object-aware patch sampling for object attribute modeling using
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the object key point information.
The advantage of the object-aware models is its clear visual meaning in
modeling different spatial parts of the objects. Such models demonstrate
effective abstraction of concepts with visually meaningful part composition,
e.g. standing human, cars and bicycles [47, 45, 16] and is thus used as the
core representation of this work.
Global representation regardless of the patch spatial order is also useful
in tasks related to image scene recognition. Thus several parts of this work
concerning the global image topic will also utilize the global representation
to assist object attribute modeling.
2.4 Linear Model Learning
Supervised learning techniques such as Regression and Support Vector Ma-
chine(SVM) are proved to be the most effective machine learning methods
in classifying meaningful object categories and attributes [6, 7, 47, 59].
Though advanced research studies favour kernel-based machine learning to
drive the ultimate performance, linear models are proved to be most effi-
cient and generalizable in practical occasions [60]. Thus in this work, most
concerned concepts will be abstracted into linear models supervised learned
from the datasets. A linear regression or SVM solver is used to learn such
models. The detailed solution of the regression solver and the SVM solver
is formulated in Chapter 3 and Appendix A.
Structured models, such as the mixture models or the composited mod-
els, are used for the recognition of more complex concepts. Latent labels,
like the mixture component id and the part locations, are introduced and
normally not annotated on the training data. Therefore latent learning is
required to solve such structured models.
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Latent learning [7, 61] is a non-convex optimization process which heav-
ily relies on the initialization. At the convergence point of the latent learn-
ing, the model parameters are learned from on the train data with the best
scored latent labels. For example, while performing latent learning to learn
a two component mixture model as shown in Figure 2.6 for car detection,
the view of the car, i.e. frontal or side view, serves as the latent label and
need to be initially assigned to obtain the initial model. Then since the
view labels are not manually annotated,they are required to be further re-
fined using the initial models and then used to update the mixture models.
This inference and train process is iterated until convergence to a local
optimum. Other latent learning tasks are also performed similarly.
Latent learning is useful to learn the hidden modalities within a con-
cept category. The view models and part models are all learned via latent
learning in the implementation of this thesis. Appendix B provides a com-
prehensive solution to the latent learning problem.
2.5 Datasets
Current image recognition systems are mostly based on statistical learning,
which has strict requirements on the training data quantity and quality.
Mainly there are two data sources used in our framework: the annotated
benchmark datasets and the unconstrained Web data obtained from our
object-aware data crawler.
2.5.1 Benchmark Datasets
Most benchmark datasets use the object rectangle bounding boxes as object
category annotations. Normal object detector requires hundreds of anno-
tated objects for the object detection model learning. Annotated data for
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common daily objects can be found in the PIE face dataset [49], ETHZ [62],
Caltech [3] and PASCAL VOC [2] object dataset. In our work, the human
and daily object detector is trained on the PASCAL VOC dataset. Ad-
ditional attributes of the objects are also labeled on some dataset such as
the human attribute in the PASCAL VOC dataset [16]. However, due to
the difference in the recognition topic and scope, in most cases we collect
new Web-based object attribute datasets using the data crawling method
introduced in the next subsection.
2.5.2 Object-aware Web Data Crawling
Recent studies [63, 64, 65, 66] show that the data collection and annotation
scheme which detects objects automatically from Web data is much more
efficient than traditional dataset collection scheme. In this scheme, Web
data are first searched by object-related keywords, then are processed with
the automatic object detection, and finally are manually verified. For ob-
jects with reliable detection models, this object-aware Web data crawling
is the best choice for object dataset construction and annotation.
In the data crawling step, the data quantity should be first satisfied.
Thus after the concerned object and object attribute concepts are speci-
fied based on the application requirement, related keywords are carefully
interpreted and fed into an automatic Web data crawler in order to obtain
as many as related training images. Automatic crawling can be achieved
owing to the function interfaces provided by the photo and video sharing
websites. For example, the Flickr photo sharing website provides keyword-
based photo search and download interface functions for all developers who
have registered for the Flickr application development [67]. Some other
websites index their photos or videos items with their names and hence
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can also be easily crawled. Normally the photos whose text tags or sur-
rounding text are related to the provided keywords will be retrieved. And
the text tags are usually labeled by the photo uploaders and viewers.
Figure 2.8: An exemplar crawling from Flickr website using key word
“street girl” toward collecting frontal upper body clothes worn by girls.
However, the crawling result contains human with different pose standing
in variant positions in the images.
Since the Web data crawling is based on text tags or surrounding text.
Thus irrelevant contents are very common in the downloaded data. Fig-
ure 2.8 shows several exemplar retrievals from the Flickr website using the
Flickr API. Although screened by the object detector, the quality of the
data is still not guaranteed. Thus the final step to guarantee the dataset
quality will involve certain manual label.
To avoid excessive manual labor in the final step, the bootstrap data
labeling scheme can also be adopted. The object or object attribute model
can be trained for finer image selection and larger object dataset can be
used to train more robust object and object attribute models. The mod-
els and datasets benefit from each other and hence the bootstrap can be
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achieved. Such scheme is already utilized in the object collection and la-
beling of the LabelMe object dataset [68] and can be possibly used as one



























Figure 3.1: The flowchart of the object-aware age and gender estimation
system is illustrated. The training photos are crawled from the website with
the assistance of face detection. The training and test photos are processed
in the same flow which includes face and facial landmark detection, facial
shape and appearance description and model training/inference
Soft biometric traits from human faces, such as age, gender and identity,
are most important clues for human recognizing each other during inter-
action and thus are extremely useful topic for intelligent systems. As the
facial appearance based human identity recognition techniques went ma-
ture [69, 70, 71, 72], we will focus on recognition systems towards automatic
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human age and gender recognition in this chapter. Our system targets to
universal working scenarios such as in Web photos and surveillance videos
following the proposed object-aware recognition framework.
3.1 Overview
Figure 3.1 illustrates our design of the age and gender estimation system
adapting the design flow shown in Figure 2.1. To build a fully automatic
facial age and gender estimation system, the proposed object-aware image
recognition framework is adapted and face detection and landmark align-
ment is well involved with the data collection and recognition.
The proposed system mainly intends to resolve three drawbacks in pre-
vious studies:
1. Previous benchmark datasets such as Yamaha and Morph are pho-
tos captured under constrained scene by professional photographers,
which is not easily generalized onto our target application scenarios,
namely the surveillance videos or Web photos. FG-NET dataset is
recaptured from family albums, whose quality and dataset size (1002
faces) are not qualified for generalized use either. Such method for
age and gender training data collection, namely taking photo to sub-
jects and record their ages, is not efficient for building larger dataset
in the general scenario with different poses and scenes.
2. Some benchmark datasets are not well balanced on the gender or eth-
nic group distribution, e.g. FG-NET is mostly from Western people,
Yamaha is collected on Asian (Japanese) people, and also the gender
environment is not balanced on the Morph aging dataset.
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3. Previous works mostly assume that all faces are frontal and are well
cropped before the recognition. Thus rare research has contributed
to better face representation considering more complex face pose, and
the evaluations are mostly based on features extracted from manu-
ally aligned faces. Such conventional evaluation will not reflect the
performance of systems with real-time face detection.
In the implementation, we first enhance the age and gender dataset
coverage through Web data mining. In detail, we elaborate on the Web
data mining scheme as described in Section 2.5.2 to collect a universal age
and gender dataset from the Web photos by searching with age and gender
related tags. The age and gender of the faces detected in these photos
are further verified manually. The screened data then form the proposed
WebFace Dataset. The ultimate dataset contains 59930 images which is
the largest in the literature of age and gender estimation study. Comparing
with previous benchmarks, this dataset also has better coverage on the face
pose and human race due to more general data resource from the Internet.
Thus this dataset is more suitable for training and evaluating our target
system.
Secondly, in order to enhance the robustness of age and gender estima-
tion, we further propose the object-aware face based descriptor to handle
the face pose variation problem. By using face landmark automatically
detected by the state-of-the-art face detectors, the appearance key points
from the faces can be better calibrated, which produces better spatial order
in the patch description. The face shape description investigated in early
works can also be easily adopted using the face landmark positions, which
is also integrated into our descriptor.
In the last, constraints from the so-called face context are also intro-
duced as in our recent work [64]. Face context data are face pairs/groups
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which can be identified as the same person but taken in different scene and
pose. The aim to use face context data during the training is to constrain
the output of age and gender estimation to be similar on each face pairs
even the environment and pose differ, which can bring better stability and
generalization capability to the trained models.
We collect face context data from two resources. Firstly, face context
data are obtained from tracked face sequences from Web videos. We collect
such Web videos from video sharing websites, such as Youtube.com. The
video contents are related to talk show and TV show, which tend to contain
long shots of moving faces. Also, we utilize benchmark datasets for person
identity recognition and build the face context data using the faces of the
same person but captured in different conditions. Though such data are
not manually labeled with age and gender, good characteristic lies in face
sequences tracked from the videos:
1. The faces from the same face context can be in different poses and
illumination condition which brings better coverage on facial appear-
ance.
2. The faces in the same face context are from the same person, which
hence have the same age and gender.
Using these properties, the constraints from face contexts can be designed
as: the age and gender model must produce the same result for all faces
within the same face context. We introduce such constraints into our age
and gender model learning procedure and achieve promising result in im-
proving the system robustness.
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3.2 Related Work
In this section, we will review previous approaches related to the facial
appearance modeling, face recognition systems and special approaches to
handle the face pose variation.
3.2.1 Facial Appearance Modeling
Much research has been conducted for facial appearance description and
modeling, e.g. [69, 73, 74, 75, 76, 59, 77, 54]. These studies contributed
to the facial feature design, statistical model learning and utilization of
different prior knowledges and will be introduced in the following.
Early works contributed to facial appearance analysis using direct image
pixels and preliminary image processing techniques on small face datasets [69,
77, 75]. Fine face alignment are performed on the faces for better face
matching and modeling. In the domain of facial age and gender estima-
tion, and the facial shape and wrinkle descriptions are proved to be the
most useful information[73, 74]. However, both face shape and wrinkle
modeling in these works were not accurate and robust enough due to tech-
nique limitation of the day and hence cannot generalize well on current
large datasets.
In addition to approaches using raw image pixels, patch-level descrip-
tion [78] and global description [20] were also proposed in later research.
As the analysis in Chapter 1, patch-level features with spatial order relies
on the strong constraint from the image spatial layout, while the global
description tends to relax or ignore this constraint. Comparison demon-
strated by Guo et al. [78] showed the patch-level feature can achieve better
performance than pixel representation and global representation, which is
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probably because the strong spatial order is consistent with the well aligned
faces.
Other studies focused on describing facial appearance information by
statistical models learned on face datasets. Several face image datasets with
human identity, age and gender annotations were hence introduced as train-
ing data and evaluation benchmarks for this research area, e.g. Yale face
dataset [79], PIE face dataset [49], FG-NET aging dataset [80], Yamaha
Gender and Age (YGA) dataset [75], MORPH aging dataset [81], etc. To
learn statistical models for faces, a classification problem, e.g. categorizing
faces into children, younger and elders, or as a regression problem, or a
regression problem, e.g. directly fitting the facial features to the human
age, can be formulated. Thus the traditional image recognition framework
based on statistical models, i.e. the feature description + statistical learn-
ing manner, can be directly applied to solve this problem.
Despite face description methods, efforts also contributed to machine
learning techniques towards building better statistical models [69, 77, 76,
59]. Most work in this domain was built on the assumption that the human
faces with the same identity, age or gender lie on certain linear subspaces
of the facial features. Thus subspace and manifold analysis and learning
were considered as one common tool for the statistical model learning.
The studies on the age and gender estimation problem also contribute
to investigate the speciality lying in this problem. Firstly, age estimation
aims to predict rather a continuous label than discrete categories, since the
division of the age groups is always questionable, such as distinguishing
children and teenager, mid-age and elders. Thus extensive work contributed
to methods for learning face data subspaces and manifolds preserving the
continuous age structure [77, 76, 59], and thus linear or kernel regression
models can be learned for age estimation.
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Secondly, the uncertainty in age annotation, namely the possible er-
ror between the person’s facial appearance and actual age, is investigated.
Most age datasets uses the actual age of the person as the data annota-
tion, and hence the appearance of person’s face might not exactly reflect
its age label. Semi-supervised learning considering label uncertainty was
thus proposed for improving the age model learning [82, 83].
Last but not least, building joint model of gender and age was also
investigated. Most studies agree that male and female have different ag-
ing patterns. Since male and female faces fall on different manifolds, age
estimation studies mostly evaluate the performance of males and females
separately on the Yamaha dataset. However, such evaluation framework
will not lead to a fully automatic inference for applications. Thus recent
works by Fu et al. [50] further proposed to hierarchically perform gender
and age estimation and the whole system can thus run in a fully automatic
way. State-of-the-art performance on Yamaha is also achieved in this paper.
3.2.2 Face Analysis Systems
Current practical systems were mostly designed for human identity recog-
nition or comparison [70, 71, 72]. The recognition was facilitated by recent
advance in robust face alignment and feature matching with sparse (`1
norm) [26] or low rank (nuclear norm) [28] constraints.
However, the facial age and gender estimation works in a different man-
ner: the age and gender information on faces can be more robustly esti-
mated from parametric models instead of nearest neighbour matching using
a non-parametric model built from a dataset. Thus the current facial iden-
tity recognition systems cannot bring much assistance for the design of the
age and gender estimation systems.
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In addition, most aforementioned studies in Subsection 3.2.1 trained
and evaluated the face models based on manual face cropping on a con-
strained environment. Moreover, though more studies start to consider an
automatic age and gender estimation system [50, 63, 64], there is still rare
research investigate the age and gender estimation from unconstrained pho-
tos without the face location. Since the age and gender estimation more
rely on the robustness of the face location and modeling rather than the
feature matching, robust models learned from more generalized datasets
are more important. Our previous study [63] proposed to use Web pho-
tos instead of benchmark dataset in order to obtain more universal models
for age estimation and better utilize the well-investigated face detection
techniques to assist the data collection and real-time estimation, which is
proved to be more suitable for application systems. Our work in this chap-
ter will also follow this line to utilize a large and generalized face dataset
for the face modeling.
3.2.3 Face Pose Handling
Face appearance variance handling is also widely concerned for applications
under natural scenes in recent studies. Face description methods using cal-
ibration from rough facial component location for the facial pose variation
handling were investigated in recent works [55, 84]. Li et al. [85] also pro-
pose to use multiple representations for multiple facial view and age groups
and the interpolated face representation according to their distance to each
group are finally used to learn the age model. The core idea is to introduce
facial component aligned models for different facial appearance caused by
aging and view change. The considerations from these works are inspiring
and consistent with our proposed object-aware recognition framework. In
this work, we further extend and systematically evaluate the facial appear-
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ance variance handling in a more general scenario.
3.3 Face Data Collection by Web Data Min-
ing
In this section, we will introduce the collection of the face data from the
Internet using rich user photo resources. Finally a large facial age and
gender dataset is constructed and annotated as the training and evaluation
base of this work.
3.3.1 Face Screening by Detection
Best Detections (Score = 1.0) 
Normal Detections (Score = 0.6) 
Worst Detections (Score < 0.4) 
Figure 3.2: Examples of the face detection results.
All collected Web photos and videos are screened by the OMRON face
detector [31] and only faces with high detection confidence are kept. In
detection, the confidence values are inferred by the rate matched to the
detection template, and thus faces with rare views and occlusions normally
have low scores. This confidence measurement is exactly consistent with
our requirement in the attribute recognition. Namely we need select faces
with good pose and without large occlusion. Figure 3.2 illustrates several
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example faces with different detection confidence. Finally the faces with
detection confidence larger than 0.6 are kept.





































































































Figure 3.3: Examples of the annotated WebFace dataset. The texts under
the photos show the age label by “a:” and the gender label by “g:” (0 for
baby, 1 for males and 2 for females). The faces are cropped and aligned
according to the face detection.
A universal age and gender statistical model heavily relies on a large
training image set with the age ground-truths. Generally the human facial
images are very easy to obtain from different sources. However, their precise
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age labels are not easy to obtain, especially when a universal age estimator
is expected for all ethnic groups.
Traditionally, there are two ways to obtain such age labels. In the
first way, the real age labels are known, provided right by the humans in
the images or recorded when capturing the images. The FG-NET [80],
Yamaha [75] and Morph [81] aging databases belong to this category. For
the second way, the age labels are obtained based on the human estimations
and the database used in [73] belongs to this category.
Our proposed Web data mining framework introduces another possibil-
ity for age and gender database construction. We observe that, for those
human face related photos, the human age and gender information is often
naturally involved within the media surrounding text and tags, e.g. the
titles like “Mother’s 50th Birthday” or the tags like “15-years-old”, “age-
15” and “15th-birthday”. We thus generate such tags for all possible ages
(age 1 to 80 in practice). Then we feed these tags as text enquiries into
the Flickr Web photo crawler. In this step, generally about 10k of images
can be downloaded for each text query. However, duplicate images and im-
ages without any face instance exist in these raw data. Thus further data
screening is performed following the Web data mining framework. After
removing duplicate photos, we have 2, 585, 019 photos in total. Thereafter
the face detection is performed on these photos and the photos with faces
detected are kept and further indexed with the face locations. OMRON
face detector [31] is used for face detection in this step. Totally, there are
112, 862 faces located from 105, 868 photos.
Note that the age labels obtained from the surrounding text could be
wrong for some faces. Thus we then start to screen the wrong labels by
manual annotation. Since the used text queries are related to the age val-
ues, the initial age label of each detected faces can be assigned accordingly.
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Then we introduce a manual labeling process to screen the wrongly labeled
faces. The annotators need to choose whether the faces match their age
labels and only the matched faces are kept. It takes about 50 person hours
to screen all the collected faces and produces the WebFace dataset with
59, 930 faces. The gender labels of the faces are further manually anno-
tated to these images, which are also binary choice problems and hence
can be achieved efficiently. Note that we do not label the gender of ba-










































Left-right Rotation Angle 
Face Pose Distribution 
WebFace Morph Yamaha
Figure 3.4: Data distribution of our WebFace dataset as well as the preva-
lent used benchmark dataset Morph and Yamaha.
Examples of this dataset are shown in Figure 3.3. Comparing to the
other two benchmark datasets Morph and Yamaha, this dataset contains
significantly more comprehensive data and more pose changes. Figure 3.4
illustrates the distribution of face view angles on these three datasets. As
can be seen, our dataset has comparative number of samples with Morph
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and much more data than Yamaha while still preserving good age distribu-
tion from 1 to 80 years old. The face left-right pose is also more uniformly
distributed from −20 to 20 face rotation angles. Note that the face pose
angles are all output by the face detector which tends to predict smaller
left-right face rotation for non-frontal faces. Hence the actual face pose
variation should be even larger in our WebFace dataset.
3.4 Object-aware Face Description
Figure 3.5: The face landmarks detected by the OMRON face detector.
In this section, we propose to adopt the object-aware description for
more detailed face representation. Traditional face description uses the
holistic split grids from face bounding boxes. Such bounding boxes are
normally provided in the benchmark datasets based on face detection and
possible manual refinement. In our framework, no manual labour can be
used during the detection of faces. Thus the used of holistic split should
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3.6: The object-aware facial appearance feature extraction proce-
dure. (a) Detection result of face landmarks from the OMRON face detec-
tor. (b) The interpolated face key points aligned by the face landmarks.
(c) Patches for feature extraction around the face key points. (d) The
visualization of the appearance features (HOG).
be based on the automatically detected face bounding box, which has very
unstable performance in the alignment of different faces.
To handle face appearance misalignment, recent research [55] proposed
several methods utilizing the fine facial component detection, namely align-
ing each facial components separately to handle the misalignment across
different faces. Similarly, in the OMRON face detector [31] we use, the re-
sults have 87 facial landmark points located at meaningful face components
as shown in Figure 3.5. We can see that much better alignment can be ob-
tained by matching the same landmark points from different faces than
using simple detection bounding boxes. Thus we propose to use the facial
landmark points instead of at regular grids to align face patches during the
feature extraction.
Moreover, for a comprehensive appearance description, only feature
from the facial landmark points is not sufficient. The appearance infor-
mation on the face also lies in the texture-less areas such as cheeks and
foreheads. Such information is especially useful for the age estimation. We
thus propose to interpolate the facial landmark points in order to obtain
aligned facial key points from such areas. Totally 255 key points are ob-
tained after the point interpolation. Patch appearance features are then
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extracted at these points as shown in Figure 3.6.
Global facial shapes can also be obtained from the face landmarks by
featuring the landmark relative positions. Statistics shows that the dis-
crimination between babies and adults, as well as male and female can
benefit much from the global face shapes. Therefore, we also concatenate
the global facial shape features into our fine object-aware face representa-
tion.
3.5 Face Contexts for Age and Gender Es-
timation
In this section, we propose to collect the face context data to enhanced the
age and gender models in robustness and generalization ability. Firstly, we
show that the face context data, i.e. the face pairs belonging to the same
person but taken in different context, can be efficiently collected from the
videos and benchmarks. Then we introduce the formulation and model
learning which can easily adopt the constraints from face context modified
from the normal regression model.
3.5.1 Data Collection from Videos
The first part of the face context database in constructed from face se-
quences detected in unlabeled Web videos. Firstly, a video corpus consist-
ing of about 9, 000 human-involved videos is downloaded from online video
sharing website, Youtube.com. These videos were downloaded automati-
cally via a set of manually prepared keywords. Some example keywords
and their statistics are listed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Exemplar keywords used for downloading online videos from
YouTube and their corresponding numbers of video clips downloaded.
Query Clip# Query Clip#
xfactor 1428 Amazing Race 587
home funniest video 146 American Idol 1327
African idol 89 talk show 453
Singapore idol 131 elder 87
funny baby 76 baby laughing 103
child beauty queens 56 kid commercial 35
amazing child singers 424 ... ...
... ... Total 8986
The downloaded video corpus from YouTube is very diverse, covering
wide range of ages and poses, different capture situations, and various
ethnicities, thus the derived multi-view age estimator is expectable to be
satisfactory in terms of robustness and generalization capability.
Figure 3.7: Example face context constructed from Web videos using face
detection and tracking.
We again utilize the OMRON face detector [31] to detect faces in every
frame of the videos. Shot detection is also implemented according to the
frame pixel value difference. Then the faces in neighbouring frames in
the same shot are grouped to face sequences if they have enough position
overlap. The overlap measurement is based on face bounding box area
match, namely the union area divide the intersection area. Faces with
matching ratio larger than 0.5 within 5 neighbour frames are grouped.
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Figure 3.7 shows several examples of the face context data detected from
the videos.
3.5.2 Data Collection from Benchmarks
Figure 3.8: Example face context constructed from the PIE benchmark
dataset.
Researchers in the human identity recognition area collect many datasets
to evaluate the robustness and possibility in human identity recognition.
Yale [79], PIE [49] and MultiPIE [86] were the most used benchmark
datasets which all contain face in different poses and environments. In
our work, we use the faces of the 65 subjects collected in the PIE database
to construct the face context. Examples of the face context data are shown
in Figure 3.8. The faces are also processed with the OMRON face detector
and only faces with high scored detections are used.
3.5.3 Age and Gender Model Learning
We use linear models {wage, bage} and {wgender, bgender} to estimate age
and gender from facial features. Given a test feature vector xt, the age and
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gender of the data are predicted as:
yˆage = w
T
agext + bage, (3.1)
yˆgender =
 male if w
T
genderxt + bgender > 0
female otherwise
(3.2)
In age estimation training, the model are constrained towards lower
prediction difference between yˆage and the annotated age value, and in
gender estimation the model will optimized the value of yˆgender to 1 and
−1 respectively for male and female training samples.
The age and gender model is learned via both the labeled and unlabeled
data, which respectively form two kinds of constraints. The following sec-
tions will introduce the formulations of these two constraints. We note
that since the age and gender models are learned in the same manner, no
specific symbol will be used to distinguish these two tasks.
Constraints by Labeled Data
The constraints from labeled data aim to minimize the square error on
ground truth labels. Denote {xli, yi i = 1, 2, · · · , Nl} as Nl training data






‖wTxli + b− yi‖2, (3.3)
Constraints from Face Context Data
The face context data are grouped according to the person identity which
is obtained via tracking in video sequences or the prior knowledge in face
image datasets. It can be inferred that faces from the same person have
the same age and gender. We then denote the face context data as {xuij, i =
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1, 2, · · · , Ng, j = 1, 2, · · · , Nui } while Ng is the number of face context data
and Nui is the number of data of the ith person.
For each person, the constraints are from the assumption that the pre-
dicted value (age or gender) of each datum should be close to each other.
We require that all Nui is larger or equal than 2 in order to form at least one














namely the constraints are from pairs of data. Therefore the loss can be








− xuk2 , here k1 and k2 are the data corresponding to the kth pair.








After appropriate weighting of the two kinds of constraints and adding
a regularization term, the overall formulation can be obtained. Since all
constraints are in quadratic form, the close-form solution can be obtained if
using the `2 regularization. Assuming Lossu is weighted by the parameter
α and the `2 regularization is weighted by λ, we have:
{wˆ, bˆ} = arg min
w,b
Lossl(w, b) + αLossu(w, b) + λ‖w‖2 + λb2 (3.6)
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i are the mean of the labeled data, labels and label
weighted data.





then we substitute b in Equation 3.7:
(Xl + αXu + λI)w + x¯l
y¯l −wT x¯l
1 + λ
− x¯′l = 0










which can be easily solved as a linear equation system.
3.6 Experiments
In this section, the significance of the proposed WebFace dataset, the
object-aware feature representation as well as the face context dataset will
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be verified.
3.6.1 Configuration
While a comprehensive feature set is proposed in Section 2.1, for the facial
analysis, we specially select the HOG local texture feature for the exper-
iments on faces. The reason we only select one feature is that the HOG
feature is the feature most close to the bio-inspired feature used in previous
age and gender estimation research [64, 78]. Moreover, clear visual mean-
ing of the local gradient features for age estimation is shown in [64] while
other texture features do not have such good property. The color feature is
also not considered since it is easily affected by the light change and human
race.
For feature setting, we use the HOG features with No = 16 from 2pi
orientations and pooled in 8× 8 patches. The face images are resized to 3
scales: 80×80, 56×56 and 40×40 (central area size) for feature extraction.
We also apply dimension reduction for better computation efficiency. All
facial features are reduced to 3000 dimension using a PCA subspace model
globally trained on features from the combination of all datasets.
3.6.2 The Web Application Scenario
We first validate our claim on the distribution gap from previous bench-
mark dataset to the Web photos. To illustrate the distribution difference
between different dataset, we perform both within dataset evaluation and
cross dataset evaluation and compare the performance gap. We use two
largest benchmark age and gender dataset, Yamaha [75] and Morph2 [81]
to compare the data quality. Five datasets including FG-NET, Morph1
(two small age and gender benchmark) and Yamaha, Morph2 and Web-
Face datatset are used for performance evaluation. The evaluation on the
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Table 3.2: Cross Dataset Performance on Benchmark Datasets
MAE
Test Sets
Train Sets Self FG-NET Morph1 Morph2 Yamaha Webface Performance Drop
Morph2 4.39 12.46 6.64 - 13.99 16.50 182.7%
Yamaha 7.39 16.94 11.73 8.93 - 16.03 81.4%
Webface 10.27 7.72 8.40 7.50 11.57 - -14.3%
Age Accuracy
Test Sets
Train Sets Self FG-NET Morph1 Morph2 Yamaha Webface Performance Drop
Morph2 0.65 0.24 0.42 - 0.21 0.15 60.4%
Yamaha 0.43 0.16 0.26 0.35 - 0.18 45.6%
Webface 0.34 0.42 0.37 0.41 0.32 - -12.7%
Gender Accuracy
Test Sets
Train Sets Self FG-NET Morph1 Morph2 Yamaha Webface Performance Drop
Morph2 0.97 0.65 0.89 - 0.79 0.69 21.9%
Yamaha 0.92 0.69 0.83 0.87 - 0.72 15.5%
Webface 0.84 0.76 0.86 0.90 0.84 - -0.1%
dataset itself is done by 4-fold cross validation instead of direct training
and test to avoid over-fitting. The HOG feature extracted from regular
grids from faces is used for this comparison.
The performance is evaluated by the Mean Age Error (MAE), Age Ac-
curacy (estimation with ≤ 5 years error are considered as correct) and
Gender Accuracy. The results are shown in Table 3.2. We compare the
dataset quality by their generalization ability which is measured by the
cross-dataset performance drop rate. Traditional benchmarks work per-
fectly on themselves but show significant performance drop in the cross
dataset evaluation, e.g. Morph2 has 60.4% performance drop in age estima-
tion accuracy and 21.9% performance drop in gender estimation accuracy.
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On the contrary, our WebFace dataset has performance improvement (neg-
ative performance drop) while evaluated on the other benchmarks, which
can be explained by the more comprehensive data coverage.
Due to the poor generalization of traditional benchmarks on the Web
photos (only 15% age estimation accuracy and 70% gender estimation ac-
curacy), it is not an appropriate choice to continue using traditional bench-
marks for the Web scenario research. Therefore our final system is trained
and evaluated via the collected WebFace dataset.
3.6.3 Object-level Face Description
Table 3.3: Performance comparison of different method to align face feature
points.
Object Align Method MAE Age Accuracy Gender Accuracy
Yamaha Dataset
Align Detection Box 7.4489 0.4291 0.9208
Align Two Eyes 6.2071 0.5169 0.9308
Align Face Landmarks 6.0373 0.5182 0.9509
Morph2 Dataset
Align Detection Box 4.3496 0.6508 0.9707
Align Two Eyes 3.9031 0.7042 0.9762
Align Face Landmarks 3.7953 0.7169 0.9832
WebFace Dataset
Align Detection Box 10.3603 0.3291 0.8378
Align Two Eyes 10.1925 0.3372 0.8317
Align Face Landmarks 9.7582 0.3568 0.8699
We further evaluate the proposed object-aware description to faces for
the facial feature description. The performance on three datasets, namely
Yamaha, Morph2 and WebFace is reported in Tabel 3.3. We compare two
methods for facial feature point alignment to the proposed fine object-level
alignment. The first method is the one commonly used by previous re-
search which aligns the faces by the bounding box. Comparing to previous
methods which use better aligned boxes with manual annotation, only raw
box from the face detection is used in this evaluation. The second method
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is using a finer alignment by detecting two eyes and aligning the face ac-
cording to the eye position. The face key points are located at 16 regular
grids in the aligned boxes for these two methods. Totally 256 feature points
are generated comparing to 255 feature points of our proposed fine object
level alignment. Hence these three algorithms are comparable in model and
computation complexity.
In the testing, features from all key points are concatenated and fed to
the proposed linear regressor. Face context is not used in this experiment
and thus the parameter α is set to zero. For all experiments, 4-fold cross
validation is performed within each dataset.
It can be seen that on the feature from object-aware description achieves
the best performance in all dataset and both age and gender estimation
tasks. However, on traditional benchmarks, the improvement from finer
alignment is not obvious because most of the faces are frontal and well
posed. On the other hand, the estimation accuracy can have about 3%
improvement on the WebFace dataset, which shows the effectiveness of the
object-level alignment for the unconstrained faces.
3.6.4 Model Generalization Capability
In this experiment, we evaluate the performance improvement in model
generalization capability on the WebFace dataset. To better demonstrate
the generalization capability of the models performed in different scenarios,
we evaluate and compare the age and gender estimation performance un-
der different data sufficiency by plotting the MAE/gender accuracy vs. data
sufficiency curve. We split the WebFace dataset with different training set
size from 1% to 90% of the total data and plot the performance trend.
Better performance at low training set size means the algorithm has better
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Figure 3.9: The MAE/gender accuracy vs. data sufficiency curve using
different face key point alignment methods and the face context.
robustness and generalization capability. The curves for different face de-
scriptions as well as the object-aware face description with constraints from
the face context are plotted for comparison. Note that the smallest train-
ing data size is set to 1% instead of 0% (namely only using face contexts)
is because that Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8 does not have non-trivial
solution if no labeled data is present (i.e. when the entries of label vector
Y are all zeros).
As shown in Figure 3.9, we see the performance boosted by using better
face key point alignment and the face context. While using better face
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alignment can improve the performance in all occasions, the use of face
context can boost the performance for low data sufficiency, i.e. below 10%.
The curve drops slower as data sufficiency decreases when using the face
context to train and thus more stable performance can be guaranteed when
applied to unknown scenarios.
3.6.5 Model Visualization
Younger Elder Male Female 
Figure 3.10: Visualization of the learned age and gender models.
Using the visualization method of the HOG model [7], we plot the
models contributing to younger age, older age, male and female as shown
in Figure 3.10. Comparing the visualization we find that visual cues con-
tributing to elder ages most distributions at the flat area around eyes, nose
and mouse while visual cues contributing to younger age is more located in-
side the eyes, mouse, nose. Such distribution is consistent with the human
wrinkle and thus we can consider that the proposed appearance modeling
for age estimation actually models the facial wrinkles. As for gender mod-
els, the visual cues contributing to male are located around the eyebrows
and mouse which possibly models the special appearance of males caused
by thicker eyebrows and beards. The female models are more weighted
around eyes which might be due to the appearance change by cosmetics.
Also the appearance caused by long hair is also modeled located at the
forehead and near the ears.
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Since our models are trained on faces which are first flipped such that
the face looks towards the left-hand side, thus shadows and wrinkles are
normally more obvious on the right half of the faces as shown in Figure 3.10.
3.6.6 Recognition Examples
We show several successful recognition examples of variant age and gender
in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 from unconstrained Web photos collected in
the WebFace dataset. The recognition demonstrates our system has very
good robustness to the large environment and face pose change on the Web
photos.
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced and evaluated our face recognition system.
The implemented automatic recognition flow was proved to be useful for
both the application use and the data crawling. Moreover, this flow can also
be extended to further enhance the face detector and other face attribute
recognition such as human races and expressions. The bootstrap data
collection scheme allows the system to be built from a small subset and
refined gradually.
In the face feature design, due to the effectiveness of the object-aware
information, more feature design and pooling scheme can be devoted in
direction to improve the system performance.
Our preliminary study to bring video constraints for model training is
also successful. In future research, to perform better in surveillance videos,
more constraints and processing specially designed for the video can be
investigated for better handling of the lighting and pose changes of the
human face.
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There are also possible refinements can be done to improve current
framework. Firstly, the proposed comprehensive feature set has not been
fully evaluated on this problem. As far as current research shows, the LBP
feature has good complementary to the HOG feature and was also success-
fully used for face recognition problems [15]. Thus adding new features to
present a comprehensive feature description is one possible future work.
On the other hand, only regression formulation was used in this work.
In practise, direct regression loss works less robustly than the max-margin
based loss, namely the hinge loss. Thus designing a learning framework us-
ing the hinge loss should have possibility to improve the model robustness.
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Figure 3.11: Example age and gender estimation on Web photos. The
numbers before and after the slash denote the predicted values and the
ground truth values respectively. Gender is denoted as: 0 for children, 1
for male and 2 for female.
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Figure 4.1: The object-aware human body appearance description frame-
work.
Human face and body appearance are the most important information
for identifying human being. Thus after we investigate the facial appear-
ance modeling in the previous chapter, we propose to further investigate
the human body appearance recognition. Specifically, we study the recog-
nition of human clothes styles and general human categories. Considering
the application in the Web scenario, we propose to investigate the recogni-
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tion of daily photos uploaded to social communication websites as well as
commercial photos from online shopping websites. There are two possible
applications of our proposed recognition system:
1. Automatically retrieving user information from user photos for user
targeted recommendation,
2. Automatically indexing commercial products related to human or
human clothes to facilitate product search.
4.1 Overview
The difficulties in human body appearance modeling are mainly caused by
the severe pose variation and occlusion. Comparing to the face alignment
problem which can assume the face as a flat surface, the human body
alignment need to consider much more complex pose variation of different
body parts such as head, arms and legs. Occlusions are also common
to the human body which results in different modalities of human photos,
e.g. the photos with human head and shoulder only, the photos with human
upper body or the photos with the whole human body. Recent approaches
normally use different models for these three modalities. Our work selects
the human upper body in near frontal view as one representative modality
to investigate the human body recognition problem.
The first block of our human recognition system is still photo crawling
to build useful datasets. We download photos from our targeted websites,
namely social communication websites and online shopping websites. Mil-
lions of photos are downloaded and fed in to the object detector again.
Although face detection already brings excellent prior knowledge for local-
izing human body, we find extra detection using human body models is still
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necessary in improving both the detection accuracy and quality. By using
joint face [31] and human body detector [7], we obtained a set of the Web
photos with human or upper body clothes. For the study of human clothes
styles, we define 11 clothes style elements and manually annotated part
of the data via crowd sourcing provided by Amazon.com. The annotators
are asked multiple choice questions to label the styles of the clothes. Data
with agreed annotation are kept and form a novel clothes style dataset with
promising scale and quality.
To achieve the detailed understanding of human appearance, an object-
aware human body appearance description is proposed as shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. By applying our object-aware image recognition framework, the
key parts of the human body are first obtained [32] and the comprehensive
feature description of the key points are extracted.
Utilizing the proposed human body descriptor, we design three recog-
nition systems about human body appearance recognition:
1. The clothes style recognition system.
2. The interactive clothes retrieval system.
3. The human-aware image recognition system.
Firstly, to achieve the clothes style recognition system, models of clothes
styles are trained through supervised learning on an annotated clothes style
dataset with the proposed human body description. We demonstrate that
our object-aware description can generate reliable predictions of the clothes
styles in both commercial clothes photos and daily photos.
In addition, a novel application for interactive clothes retrieval based
on the object-aware description is proposed. We design an application
scenario where the users can interact with the system to describe their
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specific requirements on the clothes styles or featuring parts. Since our
system has the parsing information of the query clothes and the database
items, the users can easily design their query using some simple operations
on the query or retrieval results to select focusing clothes parts or styles.
Finally, we propose to classify daily photos according to general human
categories. Human is the most informative clue to the theme of the photos.
Hence we design the human-aware image recognition system to predict the
role of the human in the photos. In addition, human role categories such
as children caring, driving and dining are useful to understand commercial
requirements of the users and hence possibly indicative of certain product
or friend recommendation. To achieve this system, we investigated the
combination of global image environment representation and our object-
aware human body description. Although this general human category
problem is closer to the image theme recognition and thus rely more on the
global image description, we show that the object-aware clothes information
still brings great help to the recognition problem. The proposed joint global
environment and object model achieves promising performance according
to our experiments.
4.2 Related Work
Our proposed human recognition and retrieval system is inspired from stud-
ies in clothes recognition, object attribute recognition and image retrieval
systems. We will respectively review the literature in these research areas
in the following subsections.
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4.2.1 Clothes Modeling and Recognition
There is a large body of research literature on clothing modeling and recog-
nition. One early work for clothing modeling is from Chen et al. [87], which
used an And-Or graph representation to produce a large set of composite
graphical templates accounting for the wide variabilities of cloth configura-
tions. Similar studies investigating clothes models include Hasan et al. [88]
and Wang et al. [89] which proposed to segment clothing by modeling the
specific shape composition and appearance continuity of the clothes. Such
clothes models are more close to the human pose estimation model we used
for clothes parsing which contributes more on locating clothes key points
instead of recognizing clothes attributes and hence is not further investi-
gated by this work.
Several recent works focus on modeling the global image information
for clothes attribute recognition. Clothes attribute models were learned
through global clothes features like color and texture features for applica-
tion use [90, 91]. Yang et al. [92] also proposed to integrate the face de-
tection, tracking and segmentation and build a real-time clothes recognize
system for surveillance video processing. There are also works conducting
person identity recognition using the similarity of clothes dressing such as
matching the same persons within family albums or in videos [93, 94, 95,
96].
In more recent studies, detailed parsing to clothes key parts were per-
formed for better attribute modeling [52, 97]. Extensional systems towards
content-based retrieval were also built [52, 98, 99].
There were also several clothing datasets proposed by previous studies.
However, the quality of these dataset is not satisfactory to build a reliable
system in our considered Web scenario. For example, the dataset collected
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by Yang et al. [92] is in the resolution of 200× 300 pixels, and thus is not
enough for detailed clothing style prediction. Other datasets are also with
similar issues in the resolution or annotation completeness. In our work,
we propose a more systematic definition of the human appearance related
attributes towards visual understanding stability and commercial values.
To the best of our knowledge, this dataset has the most complete clothing
attribute annotations among all current benchmark datasets.
4.2.2 Part-based Human Recognition
Recent studies tend to use aligned human key parts [45, 16] for human-
related recognition due to the large pose variation and background noise
in human photos. The part-based detection [32, 43] is proved to be able
to match human parts and thus facilitate the appearance modeling for
attribute classification. Thus the human part detection algorithm designed
by Yang et al. [32] is further integrated into our object-aware recognition
system as one basic block for human key part detection.
However, previous approaches were mostly in a preliminary investiga-
tion of the part-based human recognition and did not dive into the recog-
nition of fine grained semantic categories such as clothes styles and human
categories, which requires complex feature description to model different
image contents. Therefore, in this work, we apply comprehensive image
description to the fine grained classification tasks and demonstrate wide
application potentials in the part-based human recognition.
4.2.3 Attribute-level Analysis
Wide research has been conducted on object attribute analysis [48, 100, 101,
47]. In the field of human-related attribute recognition, Berg et al. [102]
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proposed to automatically discover attributes from noisy Web data and the
fashion related data including clothes, shoes and bags were investigated.
Bourdev et al. [16] proposed to recognize several human-related attributes
from the whole body appearance and 5 attribute classes among them are
related to clothes attributes. Kovashka et al. [103] also considered the
clothes-related retrieval problem. The difference between our work and
previous works is that we consider the object-aware attribute recognition
as a more specific problem and more closely relate it to the human body
composition, human dressing styles and habits, and thus can produce more
informative prediction from the Web photos.
4.2.4 Interactive Retrieval
Interactive retrieval systems towards achieving better user experience were
also built using relevance feedback [104, 103] and active learning [105] tech-
niques. A similar fundamental rule that users might have specific require-
ments during the retrieval is followed by the system design. The user feed-
backs were normally about the correctness of current retrieval in current
systems. However, the proposed system-user interaction using the object-
level information intelligently understood from query images (namely the
clothes parsing and attribute information) has still not been tackled.
4.3 Object-level Human Description
The object-aware description is also adopted in this work. The object-aware
human description are extracted from each detected human in the images
following the flowchart shown in Figure 4.1. To learn the templates of
the human key points, we utilize a small dataset with 10 human key points
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(a) Image Data (b) Annotation 
Figure 4.2: An exemplar annotation of the human body key points from
the BUFFY dataset [1]. The end points the five line segments are the
annotated human body key points.
located at the head, neck, shoulders, arms and waist are first annotated [1].
An example annotation is shown in Figure 4.2. Then these key points are
further interpolated to 20 key points distributed more densely on the human
body and joint shape templates of these 20 human upper body key points.
The image patches around the key points are described using the HOG
descriptor and key point models are thus trained. On the other hand, the
body pose are modeled using the key point relative position. A joint linear
model is designed and learned via latent SVM as described in Chapter 2.
The detailed configurations are set following [32].
After obtaining the model of the 20 upper body key points and the
human poses, clothes parsing can be performed on the target photos. The
20 detected key points are further interpolated to 38 key points for more
comprehensive and smooth object key point locations. Comprehensive fea-
ture set is used to describe the texture, color and shape appearance on the
local patches around each key point.
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4.4 Clothes Style Recognition
In this section, we will introduce the first system, the clothes style recog-
nition system, achieved using the object-aware human description. Our
clothes style recognition system is trained and evaluated on the collected
Web clothes datasets and the experiments shows the system is quite effec-
tive in distinguishing most informative clothes styles.
4.4.1 Dataset Construction
Our focus is on two types of Web photos: the daily photos uploaded by
common users and the commercial photos uploaded by the online shop
dealer. Large difference exists in these two types of data in the data resource
(a) Online Shopping Dataset 
(b) Daily Photo Dataset 
Figure 4.3: Examples of the collected data in the Online Shopping and
Daily Photo clothes dataset.
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and data content. Thus we first crawl these two datasets respectively. In
this work, we restrict our study on women clothes and thus the crawled
data is all with keywords related to women.
Commercial Clothes Photos
We construct the Online Shopping (OS) clothes dataset to investigate
clothes styles from commercial clothes photos. The OS clothes dataset is
collected by crawling images from several online shopping websites, such as
Amazon.com, using keywords about clothing categories such as “T-shirts”,
“suits”. Since the background of such photos are normally clear and nor-
mally only one human or clothes exists in each photo, we just perform the
detection to find the most probable location of the clothes or human. Be-
sides, the OS clothes dataset includes photos with only clothes or clothes
dressed on models without face. Therefore, the face detector is not useful
for the data screening in these cases. Examples of the collected data are
shown in Figure 4.3(a).
Daily Photo Data
We also collect the Daily Photo (DP) clothes dataset from Flickr.com. We
crawl the photo using queries such as “street shot” or “shopping girls” to
find photos about fashionably dressed women. The joint face and human
body detector is applied to extract the human body area and each human
is considered as one datum in the DP clothes dataset. Examples of the
collected data are shown in Figure 4.3(b).
Style Annotation
As shown in Figure 4.4, we manually define a set of clothing style anno-
tations according to the empirical study on clothing catalog. We obtain
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Table 4.1: Number of labeled data in the online shopping (OS) and daily
photo (DP) clothes datasets. The data number of each clothes style at-
tribute is also listed.
color pattern material sleeve collar front
OS 7226 2142 4811 8159 6809 7526
DP 3485 922 2081 4180 2989 4265
plain button zip belt all
OS 7528 6844 7483 7044 8293
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the annotated clothes styles. The upper rows
illustrate styles with multiple classes and the bottom row are styles con-
sidered with binary label, namely the label indicates“whether or not”.
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manually labeled clothing styles of these two datasets by crowd sourcing via
Amazon Mechanical Turk website. Regarding the difficulty in distinguish-
ing the attribute categories, different number of annotators are assigned to
different labeling task. A label was considered as ground truth if at least
more than half of the annotators agreed on the value of the label. Table 4.1
shows the number of labeled data of each attribute. Totally, we collect 8293
and 4321 upper body clothes in the OS and DP clothes dataset.
4.4.2 System Design
Figure 4.5: Exemplar human key point localization on the OS and DP
dataset.
We adopt the object-aware human description system shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 to process the collected image datasets and test images. Namely
the human key points are first detected and variant features are extracted
from the key points. The learned human key point detector is quite effec-
tive for our crawled OS and DP dataset. as the example detection shown
in Figure 4.5.
Thereafter, models of clothes styles are learned based on the collected
dataset and predictions of clothes styles can be obtained on the test im-
ages. In this system, we model each clothes style independently, namely
we consider that the clothes styles are randomly combined on the dataset.
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For styles with multiple choices, competitive models are learned and pre-
dicted in the winner-takes-all manner. Specifically, linear models of the
clothes styles are supervised learned using linear SVM from the object-
aware clothes description. The models mainly contain the feature selection
information of the comprehensive feature set.
4.4.3 Experiments
We use 2-fold cross validation to evaluate the system, namely using half of
the data for training and another half for testing. The evaluation is done for
10 times and the average performance is reported. For features used from
the comprehensive feature set, we choose the HOG feature with No = 8
from 4×4 cells (similar with the configuration in SIFT [9]), the LBP feature
mapped to 59 bins, the learning-based appearance feature with 256 bins,
the color histogram feature with 100 bins and the color moment feature
from 4 × 4 cells (similar with the configuration in [21]). All features are
extracted from the ultimate 38 upper body key points and concatenated
to form a 27930 dimension feature vector for each datum. All features
except Color Moment is `2 normalized. The Color Moment features are
rescaled properly to match other features. All features are extracted from
16×16 patches located at sampled points. The clothes images are properly
resized before the feature extraction such that the contents of the patches
are consistent across the dataset.
Binary classification models are trained on the clothes styles. The per-
formance is evaluated by Average Precision (AP) of the predictions. For
styles with multiple classes such as color, collar style, we train one-vs-rest
SVM and measure the AP of each class respectively and report the mean
AP of all classes for the performance measurement.
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Model Validation
belt:PatchLBP belt:PatchAppearance zip:PatchHOG zip:PatchLBP 
sleeve:PatchHOG sleeve:PatchLBP sleeve:PatchAppearance sleeve:PatchColorVQ 
color:PatchColorVQ collar:PatchHOG collar:PatchLBP collar:PatchAppearance 
Figure 4.6: Visualization of the most informative features and parts for
recognition of clothes styles.
We first validate the effectiveness of using object-aware feature repre-
sentation. We illustrate the distribution of the model weights on selective
clothes style and visual features in Figure 4.6 and compare to the human
knowledge for clothes style recognition. In summary, the models are very
consistent with the common human perception rule when recognizing the
illustrated clothes styles, e.g. recognizing collars from the neck area using
appearance textures, recognizing sleeve from the shoulder area using color
and texture information.
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Table 4.2: Clothes Style Classification performance in one-vs-rest Aver-
age Precision (AP) on OS and DP clothes dataset. The “overall” column
denotes the average AP of all the clothes styles.
OS Clothes Dataset
color pattern material sleeve collar front
Box Large 0.593 0.504 0.367 0.627 0.290 0.632
Box Small 0.689 0.553 0.379 0.711 0.375 0.687
Aligned 0.725 0.572 0.400 0.796 0.464 0.749
plain button zip belt overall
Box Large 0.899 0.451 0.307 0.132 0.480
Box Small 0.922 0.447 0.354 0.181 0.530
Aligned 0.936 0.491 0.429 0.159 0.572
DP Clothes Dataset
color pattern material sleeve collar front
Box Large 0.453 0.448 0.328 0.535 0.310 0.538
Box Small 0.565 0.526 0.357 0.598 0.353 0.542
Aligned 0.604 0.582 0.362 0.691 0.375 0.576
plain button zip belt overall
Box Large 0.851 0.425 0.200 0.114 0.42026
Box Small 0.867 0.428 0.206 0.144 0.4586
Aligned 0.891 0.452 0.203 0.098 0.48323
Performance Comparison
We evaluate the clothes style recognition performance and compare to two
naive baselines. The two baselines align and extract features from the direct
human detection bounding box of the human upper body area. Baseline 1
uses a larger bounding box configuration which contains the human head
area while baseline 2 uses a smaller box without the human head. The
same comprehensive feature set is extracted from the dense and regularly
sampled patches. The features finally concatenated to a 22140 dimension
feature vector comparing to the 27930 dimension object-aware feature. At
this dimension the different The same linear models of clothes styles are
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evaluated.
The performance comparison is on the OS and DP dataset respectively
and reported in Table 4.2. Most clothes style classes can be predicted
reliably (i.e. with 50% or more AP) on the OS dataset due to the higher
image quality and cleaner backgrounds. Though the image quality on the
DP dataset is worse, the prediction AP is still near 50% for most classes.
The above performance shows our reasonable clothes style definition in the
dataset.
The object-aware feature representation can outperform 3 ∼ 5% AP on
these two datasets in average and shows better performance in all clothes
style classification except the classification to the “belt” style. The “belt”
style is shown to be a more difficult problem than over clothes styles since
the prediction AP is only around 10%. The main reason is due to the large
intra-class appearance variation caused by different styles and wearing of
belts. In styles more relying on global representations, such as the color
and pattern, the performance difference is also not obvious in the compared
model based on local representations.
Cross Scenario Model Generalization
Our systems also require the cross scenario inference for the online clothes
search. In application use, the clothes style model can only be learned using
clothes data from the server side, namely from online shops clothes photos.
And the prediction is on unconstrained photos uploaded by users which are
possibly closer to daily photos. Such application scenario requires better
model generalization capability.
We measure the model generalization capability by a cross dataset eval-
uation which learns the clothes models on the OS clothes dataset and test
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Table 4.3: Cross scenario model evaluation by training on OS clothes
dataset and test on DP dataset. The “drop” column means the AP differ-
ence comparing to the DP performance in Tabel 4.2.
color pattern material sleeve collar front
Box Large 0.361 0.300 0.230 0.433 0.206 0.426
Box Small 0.498 0.433 0.271 0.580 0.265 0.529
Aligned 0.546 0.492 0.289 0.692 0.330 0.586
plain button zip belt overall drop
Box Large 0.845 0.340 0.067 0.057 0.327 0.094
Box Small 0.875 0.396 0.121 0.080 0.405 0.054
Aligned 0.896 0.443 0.163 0.071 0.451 0.032
the performance on the DP dataset. The two baselines are also compared.
The average AP and the performance drop caused by cross dataset evalu-
ation are reported in Tabel 4.3. As can be seen, larger performance drop
is found in the baseline methods and the proposed object-aware features
can outperform over 5% than the baselines in average AP on the cross
dataset scenario. The better generalization of the models learned from
object-aware clothes features is possibly due to the better visual meaning
of the model as shown in Figure 4.6.
Failure Mode
We demonstrate several typical recognition failures in Figure 4.7 to further
analysis the system performance. Failure predictions on three most impor-
tant clothes styles, i.e. the clothes collar, color and sleeve are shown. As
can be seen, most failure predictions are caused by the ambiguity in the
classification of two clothes style classes, such as the failure prediction of
collar two collar styles look similar (example 4 and 5 in the first row), the
failure prediction between green, blue and gray color (example 1 and 2 in
the second row) and the wrong estimation of the sleeve length (example 1
and 4 in the third row).
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collar 
[V-shape][U-shape] [shirt][V-shape] [U-shape][shirt] [jewel][U-shape] [jewel][V-shape] 
color 
[green][blue] [green][gray] [gray][multi-color] [white][black] [multi-color][green] 
sleeve 
[long sleeve][short sleeve] [long sleeve][NoSleeve] [NoSleeve][short sleeve] [short sleeve][NoSleeve] 
collar
[U-shape][V-shape] [shirt][V-shape] [one][U-shape] [U-shape][strapless] [jewel][U-shape] [V-shape][U-shape] [shirt][V-shape] [U-shape][shirt] [jewel][U-shape] [jewel][V-shape]
sleeve
[long sleeve][short sleeve] [long sleeve][short sleeve] [long sleeve][short sleeve] [short sleeve][long sleeve] [short sleeve][long sleeve] [long sleeve][NoSleeve] [long sleeve][short sleeve] [NoSleeve][short sleeve] [long sleeve][short sleeve] [short sleeve][NoSleeve]
Figure 4.7: Typical failure cases in the clothes style recognition system.
The text label under each example indicates the [predicted label][ground
truth label].
The other prediction failure is caused by the ambiguous definition of the
clothes styles. One typical case is that when overcoat exists, the ground
truth is ambiguous in the labeling since the overcoat and the T-shirt inside
may have different label. For example 4 in the second column, the predic-
tion is white based on the T-shirt inside while the annotation is based on
the overcoat. On the other hand, for example 1 and 3 the first column,
while most collar styles are annotated based on the T-shirt, the predictions
are based on the overcoat.
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Human pose issue and image variations may also cause wrong predic-
tions. In the prediction of sleeve length, example 2 of the third row is a
fake human model whose arms have a color different with real human skin
and thus is predicted as long sleeves. And the arms of example 3 is posed
differently with common data and hence is not well detected. Thus it is
predicted as short sleeves.
4.5 Interactive Cloth Search
As aforementioned, the clothes are represented in variant kinds of styles.
We observe that while performing the content-based search, users might
have specific search requirements to emphasize certain clothes parts/styles
instead of searching by the whole clothes. One case might be that the
users need the clothes sleeves to be the same with the query, and therefore
only features around human arms are informative. In another case, the
user might require the search result to have the extract same clothes color,
and thus color related features should be more useful. Such topic specific
retrieval is highly effective in improving the system performance and user
experience.
4.5.1 System Design
To achieve flexible clothes search which can change the query focus easily,
a prototype interactive clothes retrieval system is designed as shown in
Figure 4.8. Instead of indexing each datum as one single database item
in common systems, our system indices the clothes into clothes parts and
styles owing to the clothes parsing information. The retrieval is performed
according to the demand of the users who will provide their focused topics.
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User Clients 








Clothes Database Server 
Clothes 




Figure 4.8: A prototype design of the interactive clothes retrieval system
An example interface of this interactive retrieval is shown in Figure 4.9.
The interface is able to feed back the clothes parsing information from
the database server and accept user selection of their focused clothes parts
or styles. The retrieval result will be modified accordingly based on the
selection of the users.
Assign Favorite Parts/Styles Query Photo Concept-aware Retrieval 
Similar Commodities in Online Shop 
Clothes Parsing 
Figure 4.9: The example search client and user operations.
4.5.2 Experiments
We evaluate the statistical performance on the DP dataset using the OS
dataset as the retrieval pool. This cross-dataset scenario is the closest
to the application use which users use unconstrained clothes photos to
query online shop items. The retrieval is considered successful if the user
required topic is matched. We select 6 commonly concerned clothes topics
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Table 4.4: Performance (NDCG in top 100) of concept-aware retrieval eval-
uated on the cross dataset scenario (DP dataset as query and OS dataset
as retrieval pool.)
Parts Upper Body Arms Torso Shoulder
NDCG 0.5725 0.4487 0.4961 0.2585
Styles Sleeves Color Pattern
NDCG 0.5056 0.3941 0.5177
for the evaluation. We evaluate the retrieval performance by the average
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) in the top 100 retrievals
which is the most widely used in the image retrieval studies [106] and report
the performance in Tabel 4.4.
Most retrieval performance can reach 0.4 in the NDCG evaluation which
can at least guarantee a satisfying performance in the first 10 items. Fig-
ure 4.10 shows the comparison in the interactive clothes retrieval when
using the same query item but different user selections.
Sleeve Collar 
Sleeve Color 
Figure 4.10: Retrieval comparison while using the same query but different
concepts.
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4.6 General Human Category Classification
Prevalent social network websites such as Facebook and Google+ provide
large cloud storage for social information communication. Since the profit
of such services is mainly from recommending advertisement to the users,
more intelligent ads recommendation according to detailed user profile is
significant for the social network websites. Also, intelligent friends and
social circle recommendation are effective in attracting and stabilizing the
users, and hence can increase the popularity of the website. Therefore, user
information based intelligent recommendation system is very valuable to
the social network websites.
Web Shared Photos 
Environment Human Clothes 












Figure 4.11: The joint environment and clothes feature recognition frame-
work.
Therefore, we propose the so-called human-role oriented categorization
as a general categorization to the users on the social websites in this sec-
tion. The visual information of the uploaded photos can hence be utilized
and intelligent recommendation can be provided accordingly. In detail,
we collect user photos recording identifiable social events. The photos are
manually annotated according to two kinds of scenarios: working scene and
personal scene.
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4.6.1 Dataset Construction
We define the roles of persons in the working scene by several visually iden-
tifiable occupations, such as occupations with special costume or working
environment. A basic categorization of occupation from the social science is
dividing occupation into manual worker, mental worker and service worker.
Manual workers and mental workers have more and more unified dressing
as the society develops and hence are commonly addressed as “blue-collar”
worker and “white-collar” worker. The names of the two occupation cat-
egories demonstrate obvious visual clues. Hence we choose them as two
basic categories in our social role prediction. For the third occupation cat-
egory, i.e. the service worker, which although is called “pink-collar” worker,
does not have such unified dressing in daily photos. Thus we define several
fine occupation categories in the service work, which all have certain visual
communality either in the costume dressing or in the working environment
context.
On the other hand, more photos record the personal life of the users,
where the subject is mainly dressed in similar casual clothes. Nevertheless,
Table 4.5: List of concerned human social role categories and the collected
sample numbers.
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meaningful role of the persons can still be identified via the theme of the
scene and certain key objects, e.g. children caring identified from family
scene and children, driving scene from the road and cars.
White-collar Blue-collar 









(a) General Working Scene 
(b) Service Worker Working Scene 
(c) Casual Scene 
Figure 4.12: Example data from the human category dataset.
For the dataset collection, we define 13 social role categories which are
listed in Table 4.5. We collected the photos with text queries related to
these concepts from two popular image search engines, Google and Bing.
The photos are first screened by the joint face and upper body detector.
Then further manual annotation is performed so as to delete samples which
do not match the concept. The numbers of samples in the final dataset are
also shown in Table 4.5. Examples of the human categories are also shown
in Figure 4.12.
4.6.2 Joint Clothes and Environment Model
We propose to jointly model two properties of user photos, human clothes
and environmental context for the human role prediction. The scheme is
shown in Figure 4.11.
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For the human clothes description, we use similar features with the
aforementioned object-aware clothes description. Due to the large pose
variance appeared in the human role classification dataset, the human part
alignment performs worse and thus we use a coarser key point alignment.
Instead of interpolating the detected 20 key points to 38 key points and
extract spatial-aware features, we do feature encoding by Fisher Vector
and pooling around each 20 key points to build a more location invariant
descriptor to handle the large pose variation.
For the environment description, general global image descriptor is ap-
plied using Fisher Vector encoding to the densely sampled patch features
in the image foreground, i.e. the image area except the concerned person.
Since the recognition task is about general image scene prediction, global
features might be more suitable for this task. Specifically, the usefulness of
the global image information for the prediction can be intuitively demon-
strated via the following cases:
1. Objects with certain interactions with human can indicate certain
information, such as plates and glasses for a waiter or a car for a car
driver.
2. The background of an image may indicate the place of the human and
this information and thus help the prediction, such as a construction
field for a blue-collar worker.
4.6.3 System Design
As shown in Figure 4.11, we extract both the object-aware human fea-
ture and the image-level global feature as the clothes and environment
description respectively. To achieve a tunable joint clothes and environ-
ment model, the two kinds of features are combined with a prior weight
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denoting the preference of the two features. In detail, the combination
of these two kinds of features uses simple concatenation with one tunable
relative feature ratio. The feature ratio is tuned by changing the ratio of
the `2 norm of these two features. Since the prediction of different human
categories may rely on different ratios of clothes and environment feature,
the value of this ratio is tuned for each category separately. During the
test phase, the human general categories are inferred separately instead of
using the winner-takes-all rule since multiple labels might exist in a single
example like the label “Automobile” and “Police”.
4.6.4 Experiments
We follow the feature setting in the clothes style recognition for the clothes
description. 64 Gaussian Mixtures are trained for the clothes part encoding
in the last step. The global image description uses 3 features: HOG, LBP
and Color Moment.
Similar with the clothes style classification, we repeat 10 times of the 2-
fold cross validation with random splits and report the average performance
by the one-vs-rest prediction Average Precision.
Single Feature Performance Comparison
We first evaluate the prediction performance of a single kind of feature,
namely only the clothes features or only the environment features. The
results are shown in the second and third column of Tabel 4.6. One baseline
performance using the naive human clothes features is also shown in the
first column of Tabel 4.6. This baseline encode dense sampled features
from human box using the same codebook but pool the feature onto 20
points located at 4 × 5 regular grids, which is similar to previous human
appearance modeling methods [93, 91].
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Table 4.6: Average Precision (AP) comparison on human role category
classification. The performance using naive human appearance feature,
the object-aware clothes feature, the environment feature and the joint
environment and clothes feature is reported.
Human Whole Clothes Aligned Environment Joint Feature
Bluecollar 0.526 0.585 0.605 0.623
Whitecollar 0.381 0.411 0.402 0.516
Chef 0.730 0.675 0.761 0.761
Doctor 0.621 0.705 0.759 0.771
Educator 0.216 0.158 0.277 0.324
Hairdresser 0.172 0.265 0.358 0.394
Police 0.691 0.859 0.763 0.861
Shop 0.493 0.625 0.781 0.816
Waiter 0.581 0.660 0.644 0.671
Automobile 0.499 0.669 0.818 0.818
Children 0.588 0.647 0.754 0.754
Pet 0.285 0.328 0.476 0.476
Overall 0.482 0.549 0.616 0.649
This comparison shows that averagely the human role is more pre-
dictable via the whole image environment, which is consistent with our
problem definition. On the other hand, there are cases that the human
clothes features outperform the environment features, such as the cate-
gory “Whitecollar Worker” and “Police”. The human clothes features also
achieve comparable performance on many other categories with clear dress-
ing format and only has about 5% lower performance than the environment
feature in average. Since these two kinds of features are extracted from in-
dependent information, the combination of these two features should out-
perform both of them.
The comparison between the object-aware clothes feature and the naive
human appearance feature shows the better performance of our proposed
object-level modeling. Averagely the object-aware feature outperforms
about 6% than the naive human appearance feature. The object-aware
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feature also achieves better prediction in almost all categories than the
baseline method.





























Figure 4.13: Performance (AP) change while tuning the ratio of environ-
ment and clothes feature.
We first evaluate how the fusion ratio affects the joint environment and
clothes feature. We tune the ratio from 0.01 to 100 and plot Figure 4.13.
This figure demonstrates the trend of the prediction performance while
the portion of the environment feature and clothes feature changes. As
can be seen, most categories can obtain a peak performance via better
balanced environment and clothes features such as the category “White-
collar Worker”, “Waiter” and “Shop Assistant”.
We then apply the tuned ratio to the final evaluation and report the
performance in the fourth column of Tabel 4.6. The final performance can
outperform the performance of one single kind of features by around 3%,
which shows the effectiveness of the combination.
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Figure 4.14: Top 7 scored test examples from selective classes. The red
rectangles indicate wrong predictions.
Prediction Examples
Figure 4.14 shows the top scored test examples for five typical classes dur-
ing the prediction using the joint feature. As can be seen, for classes with
high testing Average Precision, top predictions are with quite high preci-
sion such as class “Chef” and “Automobile Driver”. On the other hand,
some classes have some easy confusing examples with other classes such as
the “Children Carer” class is easily confused with the “Pet Owner” class
since most photos from these two classes are taken under casual scene at
home with casual clothes. The “Whiltecollar” class is also easily confused
with “Officer” class. While at our labeling procedure, we define “Police”
as persons working with a distinguishing uniform. However, the wrongly
retrieved example, though from the “Police” class, is not very obvious on
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the uniform of the person and indeed easy to be misclassified. Interestingly,
there is also one pet doctor highly scored in the prediction of the “Doctor”
class, which is however annotated only with the label “Pet Owner” and
thus considered as wrongly classified.
We can infer from the prediction examples that the learned joint clothes
and environment human category is quite meaningful and consistent with
the human perception. Most classification error is caused by the insufficient
analysis in image details which might be refined using more complex models
of other key objects such as pets, furnitures, etc.
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we focused on the problem of human body appearance
recognition. The object-aware clothes features and the environment fea-
tures are implemented to build human clothes and category models and
promising performance is achieved. The use of the comprehensive feature
set and detection-assisted feature description are shown effective in the
proposed three tasks and can be possibly further extend to other image
recognition tasks. Utilizing global image context is also proved to be useful
for some general topics related to image scene.
There are also several limitations of this work. Firstly, the accuracy
of the human parsing still need to be improved because many failure pre-
diction is caused by the inaccurate human part localization. More robust
and generalizable human parsing framework is required to facilitate the
object-aware description. Possible refinement might be improving the fea-
ture quality and learning the models using larger and better annotated
datasets.
Secondly, using object localization methods during the inference might
also cause the efficiency problem. The Sliding-Window detection will cause
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large computation cost in practise since it searches all possible sub-windows.
No sub-window search preference is used in this work and the total detec-
tion time is hence quite long (about 1 ∼ 2 seconds per image).
Extensional works to alleviate such limitations can investigate on more
configurations in the feature description, especially on the learning-based
description towards more robust human appearance modeling. At the same
time, more general studies on the lower body and profile body parse should
be a useful extension for better human key point localization. Recent ad-
vances in accelerating object detection procedure can also be considered to
add to our framework.
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person person Confidence 
Figure 5.1: The scheme of the object-aware retrieval system.
5.1 Overview
In this chapter, we demonstrate an object-aware Web photo retrieval sys-
tem as shown in Figure 5.1. The query of the system is object layout and
the system retrieves photos based on the layout similarity of concerned
objects in the query.
In our system, we first implement object localization algorithms [107, 7]
to achieve reliable semantic object detection in daily photos. Then the
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photos in the database can be extended from the previous image-level in-
dexing scheme to an object-aware indexing scheme. To query from such
a database, we require the users provide the expected object layout posi-
tions and scales on a 2D image canvas in order to reflect the 3D layout of
objects in the image scene. This query design is consistent with common
image search scenario since if one person remembers the image content,
it can always memorise the layout of the key objects as well. It provides
more flexibility for users to define the images as “how it looks like”. As
the construction of an object layout query, the images are retrieved accord-
ing to the relevance of the object layouts which are indexed oﬄine on the
database.
Using the layout of objects as the query is an appropriate compensation
to utilize current yet not accurate object localization algorithms. To inte-
grate object localization with object layout search, we set a low threshold
to the object localization algorithm to produce high recall yet high false
positive rate detection results. Then we simultaneously match the posi-
tions and scales of all the objects in the query with the detected objects
in the database images and find the most confident combinations of the
detection results.
5.2 Related Work
Although more and more visual recognition techniques are integrated into
image retrieval systems, most systems still index the database at image
level [53], namely only provide tags about the whole image instead of de-
tailed descriptions such as object location and human-object interaction.
Meanwhile, there is a growing need in sensing semantically meaningful ob-
jects in the images and searching by the image spatial context information.
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In the following subsections, we will respectively review the approaches con-
tributing to the semantic object recognition or the spatial context aware
image search
5.2.1 Semantic Object Recognition
Early object classification and localization approaches focused more on
recognizing specific object instances [9]. Human body (pedestrian) [6] and
human face [14] localization were also the most considered semantics in
most research work. However, if only considering specific object instances
or one category of common object, the semantic meaning is not strong
enough to perform the image search. Thus most early work regardless of
the complex object semantics were further extended to the recognition of
more object concepts together. Based on the later proposed semantic object
datasets [3, 2], a large series of semantically meaningful objects are anno-
tated and can be effectively detected using current advanced approaches on
object localization [107, 7]. In this work, we present that the image search
technique can be well facilitated by such object detection algorithms.
5.2.2 Spatial Context Aware Image Search
Spatial layout information of the image key objects was also considered
by several previous studies and was implemented in several ways. Cao et
al. [108] and Sun et al. [109] proposed to use edgel to describe the query
and the database and thus human sketch can be used as queries. These
studies focused more on recognition of the human sketches and the domain
transfer between human sketches and the photo database. In our work, by
using the object localization algorithms and object layout canvas as queries,
the gap between the query and the database can be better alleviated and
thus can lead to more robustness.
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On the other hand, Xu et al. [110, 111] also considers a query canvas
for the query description. However, instead of matching semantic object
recognition results, they propose to use raw image matching as the retrieval
criterion and hence might possibly be harmed by large pixel-level noises.
5.3 Daily Object Detection
Figure 5.2: The 20 object categories we concerned in this work which are
originally proposed in [2]
We propose to use automatic object localization algorithm to index the
photos with the object positions and scales. As shown in Figure 5.2, 20
object categories [2] are concerned in this work. The following subsections
will introduce the details of our detection algorithm implementation and
evaluation.
5.3.1 Implementation
Inspired from recent object detection approaches [112, 7, 107], our object
detection algorithm adopts the deformable part-based models, combined
features, model mixtures and contextual predictions.
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Deformable Structures for Flexible Modeling
While the strong spatial constraints brought by the spatial-ordered patch
models provide more visual meaning in the model representation, the model
flexibility in handling object deformation becomes weaker than the global
models. To tackle this problem, deformable parts modeling was proposed [7].
By modeling parts of objects respectively and making the geometry of the
object part models more flexible, the deformable part models show better
robustness in handling object variance in aspect ratio and pose change.
Multiple Features
Our recent approach [112] shows the combination of patch HOG and LBP
features can perform better on daily objects than single HOG features due
to the complementary information of object textures and appearance from
the LBP features. We also follow this scheme in this work.
Mixture Models to Handle Object Multi-modality
The shape or material of one object category or one object part might
not have a unified model. Instead, they might be better characterized by
mixture models. We implement the mixture models for two cases occurred
for daily objects:
• The view point change and object truncation might cause different
modalities of the objects such as cars, planes, human.
• The left-right symmetric transformation will cause different modali-
ties for the spatial ordered models.
While using mixtures of the models, the maximum responses from all mod-
els are considered as final responses.
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Bounding Box Prediction
Since the object detection algorithms do not directly predict the corners
of the objects, a further step to refine the predicted bounding box is
proposed[7] and is shown effective for several kinds of objects. The core
idea is to find correlations between predicted parts and object views and
the ground truth object corners and use regression models to predict them.
We adopt this scheme as the final processing step to refine the object boxes.
Contextual Prediction
Image context provided by the global image feature is also shown with
great usage [7, 112]. The contextual prediction aims to find the correlation
between object existence and the general image scene as well as the multiple
object co-occurrence. In daily photos, most objects are consistent with the
contextual information, e.g. cars mostly appear on roads or at car parks,
pets often appear in the house. And certain objects are highly possible to
appear together such as tables and chairs. Hence such contextual prediction
is very effective for the Web photo object analysis.
5.3.2 Evaluation
We evaluate our detection algorithms on the effectiveness of the proposed
implementation blocks and compare the final performance against the state-
of-the-art works.
Configuration
The evaluation is performed on the Visual Object Challenge 2007 dataset.
We use the “trainval” subset as training set and the “test” subset as eval-
uation set. The algorithm is evaluated by the common criterion, i.e. the
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detection average precision (AP) [2]. This evaluation considers the detec-
tions with larger than 0.5 overlap to the ground truth as true positives
and other detections including duplicate detections as false alarms. The
evaluation is performed on the 20 object classes annotated in the dataset.
Average performance of these 20 classes is also reported. The same 20
object models will be further applied to the photo database indexing as
shown in the remaining sections.
Performance Boost
We first empirically test the effectiveness of respective algorithm blocks by
selective add one block to the original HOG model. All algorithm blocks
are proved to be effective however the actual performance increase may
vary. Then to demonstrate the procedure we achieve the final detection
performance, we sequentially add the deformable part models, multiple
features, mixture models and contextual predictions to the original HOG
model and report the performance increase in Tabel 5.1. Since all blocks
work in parallel, the final performance would not be affected if there are
changes in the order of experiment. According to our experiment results, all
these refinements are proved to be useful for the performance improvement.
The final performance increases over 20% than the original simple HOG
model in average.
For specific object categories, the part-based models and mixture mod-
els are most effective in the well-structured objects such as persons, cars
and planes. The multiple feature refinement tends to affect objects with
specific texture pattern such as dogs and cats. The context models are
more useful to the objects appears with specific scenes such as tables, dogs
and cats.
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Table 5.1: The object detection performance boost by refining the features
and detection models. The Average Precision (AP) of each object category and
the mean performance are reported. The second column shows the baseline
performance from the simple HOG detection model. The latter columns show
the performance increase from the previous column.
HOG Add Add Add Add Add Add
Origin Part LBP Mixture Flipped Box Context
AP Models Feature Models Models Prediction
plane 0.100 +0.146 +0.023 +0.034 +0.034 -0.026 +0.076
bike 0.278 +0.157 +0.015 +0.056 +0.064 +0.008 +0.009
bird 0.047 +0.047 +0.005 -0.030 +0.056 +0.001 +0.055
boat 0.006 +0.087 -0.002 +0.049 +0.021 +0.001 +0.026
bottle 0.114 +0.114 +0.036 +0.012 +0.026 -0.002 +0.018
bus 0.317 +0.045 +0.023 +0.040 +0.081 +0.006 +0.024
car 0.339 +0.123 +0.011 -0.005 +0.073 +0.016 +0.003
cat 0.026 +0.121 +0.080 -0.001 +0.032 +0.003 +0.045
chair 0.101 +0.048 +0.003 +0.005 +0.058 +0.002 +0.019
cow 0.149 +0.036 +0.032 +0.000 +0.054 +0.001 +0.039
table 0.097 +0.092 +0.113 -0.048 +0.044 +0.003 +0.065
dog 0.018 +0.007 +0.098 +0.021 +0.016 -0.004 +0.054
horse 0.281 +0.107 +0.050 -0.012 +0.154 +0.018 +0.028
motor 0.226 +0.129 +0.054 -0.014 +0.059 +0.001 +0.025
person 0.122 +0.177 +0.021 -0.018 +0.102 +0.002 +0.006
plant 0.099 +0.032 +0.015 +0.006 -0.007 +0.003 +0.041
sheep 0.100 +0.045 +0.091 -0.019 -0.006 -0.005 +0.029
sofa 0.043 +0.164 +0.073 -0.070 +0.130 +0.005 +0.072
train 0.193 +0.027 +0.056 +0.099 +0.102 +0.011 +0.048
tv 0.261 +0.122 +0.017 +0.004 +0.004 +0.012 +0.033
mAP 0.146 +0.091 +0.041 +0.005 +0.055 +0.003 +0.036
Comparison to the State-of-the-art
In this experiment, we show our object detection performance is compar-
ative to the state-of-the-art works. Table 5.2 shows the performance com-
parison to the performance reported in recent works. Except [107] (whose
performance is achieved by the hierarchical object detection model without
context refinement), the performance of [113, 114, 7] are all with similar
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Table 5.2: Comparison with the state-of-the-art performance of object detection
on PASCAL VOC 2007 (trainval/test). The Average Precision (AP) of each
object category and the mean performance are reported.
State-of-the-art
Our MIT UCLA UCI LEAR UoC
Method [107] [113] [114] [7]
plane 0.386 0.294 0.288 0.351 0.312
bike 0.587 0.558 0.562 0.456 0.615
bird 0.180 0.094 0.032 0.109 0.119
boat 0.187 0.143 0.142 0.120 0.174
bottle 0.318 0.286 0.294 0.232 0.270
bus 0.536 0.440 0.387 0.421 0.491
car 0.560 0.513 0.487 0.509 0.596
cat 0.306 0.213 0.124 0.190 0.231
chair 0.235 0.200 0.160 0.180 0.230
cow 0.311 0.193 0.177 0.315 0.263
table 0.366 0.252 0.240 0.172 0.249
dog 0.209 0.125 0.117 0.176 0.129
horse 0.626 0.504 0.450 0.496 0.601
motor 0.479 0.384 0.394 0.431 0.510
person 0.412 0.366 0.355 0.210 0.432
plant 0.188 0.151 0.152 0.189 0.134
sheep 0.235 0.197 0.161 0.273 0.188
sofa 0.418 0.251 0.201 0.247 0.362
train 0.536 0.368 0.342 0.299 0.491
tv 0.453 0.393 0.354 0.397 0.430
mAP 0.377 0.296 0.271 0.289 0.341
implementation structures, namely using the part-based models, mixture
models and context refinement. Our implementation can achieve the best
average performance and outperform 14 object categories. This comparison
further guarantees the effectiveness of our implementation.
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5.4 Object-aware Image Search System
In this section, we will introduce in detail about the indexing of the dataset
after training reliable semantic object models and detecting the object lo-
cations. Then we will demonstrate how the users describe their queries in
order to query from the object indexed database. By showing several ex-
emplar search results, we show this system can facilitate people in finding
the photos of which they have impressions on the layout of certain objects.
5.4.1 Database and Indexing
After obtaining several stable object detectors of the concerned objects, the
photo images are processed with these object detectors and only images
with high-scored detection are kept. The images with concerned objects
are hence indexed with the object information. In detail, the following
information will be stored in the database table for each image:
• The number of detected objects for each class
• The confidence of each detected object instance, which is normalized
to [0,1]
• The detected rectangle bounding box of each detected object instance
The attributes of the objects as well as the poses inferred from the landmark
points can also be added if further applying object and attribute models.
Note that the bounding box coordinate is represented by the ratio of
the coordinates to the image size in order to normalize all images. For
example, let width and height be the width and height of the original
image and (x1, y1) be the top-left coordinate of detected bounding box
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(all above are measured in pixels), then the stored bounding box top-left





The computation of the object localization algorithm consumes much
computer resource. Therefore, this database construction step should be
done off-line on the server side.
5.4.2 Query Interface
My sisters were sitting beside 
me on a coach in that photo. 
Describe Query 






resize the  
objects 
Figure 5.3: Interface of the search client. The users first draw the object
layout as the query, then search and browse the matched images.
To realize the retrieval function, a prototype interface of the proposed
search client is shown in Figure 5.3. To construct a query, users need to
place the key objects on the canvas, move them to the desired location, and
resize them to the desired size. Then the system can automatically return
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the desired photos.
5.4.3 Image Retrieval
Figure 5.4: Example results of the object-aware retrieval. The experiment
is performed on the VOC [2] image database. For each result, the left image
is the user query and the right images are top ranked images.
As aforementioned, each query consists of the names, positions and
the sizes of the expected objects. The search target of the system is to
find images with similar object layout. Providing a query, the system first
retrieves all the images with similar kind and amount of objects. Given N
matched objects on the query image and one retrieved image, the system
calculates the total distance and overlap ratio between the matched objects
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to score the retrieved image. For each matched object i, distance(i) is the
distance between the object center point in the query and the retrieved
image normalized by the object size. And overlap(i) is the intersection ratio
between the object in the query and retrieved image. With such elements,




(A× overlap(i) +B × (1− distance(i)))× confidence(i),
(5.1)
while A and B are constant coefficients to control the weight of overlap
and distance. In practice, we set A = B = 1. The retrieval results are
then sorted with descending order of the scores and returned to the search
client. Some example retrieval results are shown in Figure 5.4.
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we propose to perform the object-aware search based on
daily object detection. The performance of such object-aware image re-
trieval heavily relies on the joint prediction of multiple objects, which is
still not well investigated in the object-related research. Our context-based
object prediction can provide a preliminary context-based refinement to
the final result and hence achieves promising performance.
Though effectiveness has been shown in exemplar retrieval tasks, our
work still need to be further refined for more convincing results, e.g. pre-
senting statistical results to consolidate the performance object-aware im-
age retrieval as well as performing use experience study on using such kind
of system comparing to competitive solutions.
Other future work might focus on refinements towards better retrieval
performance, which can be achieved by using more elegant contextual ob-
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ject layout models and encode the object position, scale and interactive
relation most robustly. The system can also be improved by wider query
input such as the description of the object pose, color and texture which
can also be recognized by extending our object-aware recognition system.
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In this work, we investigated the application of the object recognition tech-
niques in Web-based systems. An implementation framework of object-
aware recognition was proposed and several applications for human facial
traits, human appearance, and daily object recognition and retrieval were
built. Advanced object recognition techniques were integrated into the
applications and showed great importance in building more intelligent sys-
tems.
We first introduced our implementation on the object and object part
detection inspired from recent studies[7, 32]. Our implementation has
achieved promising performance in the object and object part detection,
which built a solid foundation for our further research.
Then we proposed to utilize the object detection to several recognition
systems:
• The Facial Traits Recognition System
We studied the face descriptions utilizing the face and face landmark
detection and achieved promising performance. Moreover, our system
showed much better estimation stability in Web photos than previous
studies.
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• The Human Appearance Recognition System
We investigated the human description using automatically located
human key parts and for the first time implemented a comprehensive
and interactive human clothes style recognition and retrieval system.
• The Object-Layout-Aware Retrieval System
We applied the detection of daily objects to daily photos and proposed
a novel image representation using object-aware indices. A photo
database was built based on the object-aware representation which
can retrieve desired user photos from simple object layout queries.
In addition, in order to achieve recognition under the Web scenario, sev-
eral datasets including the Web face photo dataset, the Web video face con-
text dataset, the human clothes style dataset and the human role dataset,
were constructed to learn the recognition models and evaluate the system
performance. It was shown that these datasets had significant importance
for the Web photo recognition than previous research-based datasets.
Though our system prototypes showed great potential to apply to cur-
rent Web systems, the implementation was still immature in several as-
pects. Drawbacks in our current implementation are mainly due to insuf-
ficient effort in the algorithm optimization, which causes the system effi-
ciency problem. Moreover, the comprehensiveness and scale of our current
object understanding, such as the number of object categories, the parsing
of object views and poses and the understanding of surrounding environ-
ment, can also be further refined. Thus, several possible future directions
to extend the proposed system might be:
• Computation Cost Optimization
The total cost of Web systems is directly related to the computa-
tion cost of the algorithm. Therefore optimizing computation cost,
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which is mostly from the object detection part, is an important di-
rection. Besides, real-time systems working in surveillance videos are
also possible as demonstrated by recent studies [29, 115].
• Prior Knowledge from Global Image Information
Many studies [112, 45] including part of this work has shown the
global image descriptions can greatly help the recognition of objects
and object attributes. Currently only naive combination of the global
image descriptions has been investigated, i.e. only feature concate-
nation. Thus better frameworks to combine image scene and object
understanding can be studied in order to bring better assistance for
the object-level analysis.
• Large-Scale Extensions
After achieving better system efficiency, large-scale systems which
models more objects and more object attribute categories can be im-
plemented. Larger object model scale might enable more applications
and can also boost the performance via the object co-occurence prior.
Finally, we wish to readdress the importance of the object-aware recog-
nition techniques for the current image and video processing systems, and
we hope to witness a revolution in our life caused by the research in this
area.
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(wTw + λb2) +
l∑
i=1
Ci max(1− yi(wTxi + b), 0) (A.1)









Txi + b ≥ 1− ξi, ξi ≥ 0,∀i
The norm constraint to the offset b is formulated specially since in different
cases λ is set differently. For the original kernel SVM and primal form
solutions, λ = 0, while the dual form coordinate descent solution use λ =
0.01.
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Dual Form Solution
The Lagrangian of the constrained formulation objective can be obtained
as:


















αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0, ∀i.





L(w, b, ξi, αi, βi) (A.3)
s.t. αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0,∀i.





L(w, b, ξi, αi, βi) (A.4)
s.t. αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0,∀i.
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To solve the dual form, we first solve the equation that the partial derivative






















By variable substitution to eliminate w, b, ξi, we have:







































































αi λ 6= 0
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) if λ 6= 0
Then the dual problem formulation is:
maxαi f(α) (A.6)
s.t. (αi ≥ 0, βi = Ci − αi ≥ 0)⇒ 0 ≤ αi ≤ Ci
l∑
i=1
yiαi = 0 if λ = 0
From this, we can see the value of λ affects one critical constraint in the
objective function.
Dual Coordinate Descent Solution
We adopt the solution from [116] as a general solution for the linear dis-
criminative model learning in this thesis. It is only for λ 6= 0 case where the
constraint
∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0 does not need to be considered. At iteration k,




s.t. 0 ≤ αki + d ≤ Ci.
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Then we can obtain d by maximizing the following quadratic function:
f(αk + dei) = −1
2
(eTi Qei)d
2 − (eTi Qαk − 1)d+ f(αk)


































Txi + b)− 1 ≡ Gi
The solution to this constrained maximization problem is:
d = min(max(−Gi/Qii,−αki ), Ci − αki )








αi is stochastically selected and updated until objective function converge.
Other Solutions
The following two solutions are also widely used and however are not quite
suitable for the case of this thesis.
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Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO)
The SMO algorithm is specially designed for the case while λ = 0. To
keep satisfying the constraint
∑l
i=1 yiαi = 0, a pair of variable αi and αj is
updated together for each iteration. This optimization is more suitable for
kernel based method since the optimization can be fast done by providing
the data kernel. However, for problems with very large data number, this
solution cannot be applied due to the limited memory.
Primal Stochastic Gradient Optimization
The Stochastic Gradient Optimization [117] to the primal form of the SVM
formulation is developed from the perceptron. This optimization can be
extremely fast for occasions with large data number by relaxing the `2





Latent learning is used to investigate the hidden modalities within the
training data. The data modalities such as appearance difference caused
by view variation, part poses are normally not explicitly labeled. However,
initial estimation of such configuration label is possible. Latent learning




X = {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}
and explicit labels
Y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn},
latent learning normally consider the problem that explicit labels Y are not
enough for the data modeling and hidden labels
Z = {z1, z2, · · · , zn}
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are introduced but not annotated. The model parameters w obtained from
latent learning is designed to be able to predict the probability Pt of a test
sample xt given the explicit labels yt and the hidden labels zt, namely
Pt = P (xt|yt, zt,w). (B.1)
A maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of w is normally used, namely







In Equation B.2, the probability estimation part F (xi,w) ≡ maxyi,zi Pi is
actually the inference function. F (·) finds the most possible configuration
over all possible yi and zi for xi. This search process is similar to the final
inference with unknown labels. State estimation methods such as Dynamic
Programming (DP) and Graphical Models are usually used to obtain the
best yi and zi.
Note that although the label yi is explicitly labeled, local disturbance
is normally allowed in the learning procedure considering potential error in
the manual annotation. On the other hand, the searching for the best zi
can also be restricted to a smaller space as the latent learning progresses
to reduce the computation cost. The regularization part R(w) is used to
constrain w to a reasonable distribution.
Model Learning
A non-convex formulation of w need to be solved in practical problems
of Equation B.2. One practical example is the latent linear SVM formula-
tion which uses the hinge loss to substitute the negative log-likelihood and
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Algorithm 1 Latent Learning
Input
• X : Training Data
• Y : Explicit Label
• I(·): Initialization Function
• f(·): Joint Data and Label Feature Definition
Process
0. Get Initial Labels: {Y0,Z0} = I(X ,Y)
Loop For t = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
1. Update Model Parameters w with {X ,Zt,Yt} using Equation B.2
2. Update Labels {Zt+1,Yt+1} ⇐ {Zt,Yt} using the inference func-
tion F (·)
Until Convergence
Output Model Parameters w
`2 norm to regularize the model parameters w:














with np positive samples and nn negative samples. Here f(·) is called the
joint data and label feature function which produce feature vectors from
both the original data and the configuration label.
To learn such models, an initialization function I need to be defined
which directly produces rough estimation of the labels or estimate the
model parameters from current data and then estimate the labels, namely
{Yinit,Zinit} = I(X ,Y).
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Then the model parameters w are updated using the initialize label and
further used to update labels of the data. This progress iterates until w and
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